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A Network Model of Financial Markets
A
is thesis introduces a network representation of equity markets. e model is
based on the premise that assets share dependencies on abstract ‘factors’ resulting in
exploitable paerns among asset price levels. e network model is a collection of
long-run market trends estimated by a   layer machine learning framework. e
network model’s comprehensive validity is established with   simulations in the ﬁelds
of algorithmic trading, and systemic risk.
e algorithmic trading validation applies expectations derived from the network
model to estimating expected future returns. It further utilizes the network’s
expectations to actively manage a theoretically market neutral portfolio. e
validation demonstrates that the network model’s portfolio generates excess returns
relative to   benchmarks. Over the time period of April,      to January,      the
network model’s portfolio for assets drawn from the S&P/ASX     produced a Sharpe
ratio of      . is approximately doubles the nearest benchmark.
e systemic risk validation utilized the network model to simulate shocks to select
market sectors and evaluate the resulting ﬁnancial contagion. e validation
successfully diﬀerentiated sectors by systemic connectivity levels and suggested some
interesting market features. Most notable was the identiﬁcation of the ‘Financials’
sector as most systemically inﬂuential and ‘Basic Materials’ as the most systemically
dependent. Additionally, there was evidence that ‘Financials’ may function as a hub
of systemic risk which exacerbates losses from multiple market sectors.
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Introduction
I   the thesis statement is presented. e motivations for testing the
thesis and contributions of the work are then explained. e introduction ends with
an outline of subsequent chapters’ contents.
1.1 T S
. . “We assert that assets in ﬁnancial markets are mutually guided by ar- bitrarily deﬁned external ‘factors’. Furthermore, shared dependencies create emergent relationships among assets’ price levels. We aim to leverage the theorized inter-asset associations into a meaningful net- work representation of equities markets which enables unique and valuable analyses. ..”
91.2 M
is thesis introduces an inter-disciplinary framework for analysing relationships
among equities. e primary motivation for the model is to identify aspects of market
dynamics which are less apparent using traditional techniques.
e associative nature of the proposed network model does not aempt to directly
model price movements. Instead, it models relationships among price levels in a large
portion of a market’s assets. e outcome is a general model capable of accurately
representing facets of market behaviour. For example, the network model is able to
group assets by response to information shocks, estimate market exposure, determine
current market eﬃciency, and predict price movements for every asset it contains.
A primary advantage of representing markets as networks is the implied
consideration of interactions among assets. Representing markets as networks
provides an intuitive approach to modelling elements of market dynamics such as
systemic risk. It further creates an additional avenue for predicting asset price
movements and mitigating market risk in portfolios.
Statistical Arbitrage[9] or StatArb is an algorithmic trading strategy which models
assets along a similar premise. StatArb assesses linear relationships among a target
asset and several hand-selected assets, typically within in a shared market sector. It’s
statistical means of identifying signiﬁcant relationships eliminates the possibility of
increasing the model’s size beyond a small, isolated, group of similar assets. e
limitation inhibits incorporation of all potentially relevant assets in the model. e
proposed network model avoids this problem by making all assets available to the
model and porting signiﬁcance identiﬁcation to machine learning methods.
In summary, the primary motivation for creating a network model of equity
markets is to provide a ﬂexible framework for analysing markets in ways which may
not be possible using existing approaches. e modelling technique opens up
numerous avenues for improving our understanding of markets.
1.3 C
e primary contribution of this thesis is a framework for generating associative
models of equity markets which include all assets in a market. e work suggests that
modelling assets as a network of inter-relationships can aid in predicting global
market reactions to partially realized information.
10Secondary contributions include several applications of the model. ere are
multiple applications explored in later chapters. One covered technique uses the
model to identify similarity among assets. Since the proposed framework values
assets in terms of each other, analysing the relationships leads to a highly
dimensional vector space representation. Comparing relative locations of assets in
this space indicates a similarity which loosely categorizes assets by market sector.
e automatic clustering of assets by market sector is a two way validation. It
validates the model’s output by grouping assets according to a well known construct
and re-establishes market sectors as the classiﬁcation method most likely to indicate
similarity in assets’ pricing.
A more comprehensive application has direct implications for trading assets. ese
contributions are the generation of future expected price movements and evaluation
of a portfolio’s long-run market exposure. Together, these applications are
demonstrated out-of-sample on   stock exchanges. is provides a simultaneous
validation on multiple aspects of the network model’s expectations. e implemented
strategy is intended as a veriﬁcation that network representation of markets yields
out-of-sample predictability as opposed to a practical trading strategy.
Notwithstanding, elements of the strategy hint at a potential for commercialization.
e ﬁnal application of the network model was to assess systemic risk within a
selected market. e network was utilized to simulate shocks to multiple market
sectors and their expected perpetuation through the market. e method uncovers
interesting relationships among market sectors and clearly identiﬁes the ‘Financials’
sector as exceedingly interconnected. Moreover, this was discovered from growth
period training data implying that the network model could aid in identifying
systemic dependencies ex-ante.
In summary, this thesis contributes techniques to:
1. Model ﬁnancial markets as associative networks
2. Forecast movements in asset price levels
3. Create theoretically market neutral equity portfolios
4. Model systemic risk in ﬁnancial markets
111.4 D
Recent trends in ﬁnancial computing show machine learning and artiﬁcial
intelligence expanding the domain of what is possible. A key beneﬁt machine
learning over statistical methods is that all data can be made available to the model.
e programmatic construct then decides what is, or isn’t, relevant. One trade-oﬀ is
that the complexity inherent in many machine learning techniques potentially gives
them black box¹ status.
Obfuscating the operations performed by the process is dangerous because the
system’s limitations may not be known by the end user. One could make the
argument that statistical methods are equally prone to misuse by inexperienced users.
Despite this, the notably larger user-base of statistical modelling techniques and
abundance of available literature makes the concern practically accurate if not
technically so. In summary, both statistical and machine learning methods are
embodied by unique advantages and limitations. While these avenues overlap in
some domains, distributing the workload between the regimes to maximize
complimentary beneﬁt was a key consideration throughout this research.
Ensemble learning is a subset of machine learning where multiple models factor
into a larger decision making process. In practice, a large selection of diverse models
yields the best results[51]. e proposed modelling framework for ﬁnancial markets
applies this concept. It does so by creating thousands of weak learners seeking
structure among randomly selected assets. ese sub-networks are highly diverse in
that the randomly selected assets represent unique pieces of the market. ese
sub-networks are stitched together into a set of models which aim to accurately
reﬂect long-run relationships in equity markets.
e concept of using a network model to identify associations among assets is not a
controversial one. e expected point of contention for most readers is the ability to
create a model exhibiting this behaviour when implemented on an entire market. e
primary diﬃculty in developing a global network model is maintaining signiﬁcance
when the number of assets is large. For this reason we developed a new approach to
establishing relationship signiﬁcance through iterative sampling, signal processing,
and machine learning. To reduce the potential for critical failure points the approach
is highly distributed.
¹A process in which inputs and outputs are observable while inner workings are obscured
121.5 S
Chapter 2 Literature Review & Background
e chapter establishes a background in the ﬁelds most relevant to the project.
e background information is distinguished from the literature review as it
does not necessarily represent state-of-the-art research. e literature review
covers current works focusing on algorithmic trading, artiﬁcial markets, and
multi-objective genetic algorithms. Reviews of modern literature for each ﬁeld
are interspersed throughout the background text to maintain conceptual
continuity.
Chapter 3 e Network Model
e process of creating a network model of a market is shown from start to
ﬁnish. e   layer structure of the model is introduced and demonstrated using
both pseudo and functional code. An explanation of what each layer achieves
and an overview of its intent is presented.
Chapter 4 Sensor Creation: Layer 1
e sensor creation layer, or layer 1, creates thousands of weak learners, i.e.
sensors, of the market. Each sensor is expected to contain a portion of
information relating to markets that is shared by other sensors and some
unique information. e process is tested in an artiﬁcial market.
Chapter 5 Sensor Evaluation: Layer 2
Evaluating the sensors for quality yields a metric for identifying shared and
unique relationships uncovered by the sensors. e outputs are passed forward
to the sensor processing layer.
Chapter 6 Sensor Processing: Layer 3
e sensor processing layer considers the trade-oﬀ among all evaluation criteria
and sensors. It then computes a smaller number of sensor ‘portfolios’ which
combine sensors to balance the criteria. e results are aggregated to generate
the network model. e process is validated in both the artiﬁcial market and an
application in determining similarity among assets in the New York Stock
Exchange.
Chapter 7 Comprehensive Validations
13ere are   comprehensive validations of the network model. e ﬁrst, creates
an algorithmic trading strategy from the network’s expectations. e second
measures the level of systemic risk among market sectors that is implied by the
network. Both tests support the network model’s validity.
Chapter 8 Conclusions & Future Research
Conclusions of the research are presented along with areas for further
development. Some conclusions relate directly to the network model while
others focus on the applications used as validation methods throughout the
work. Future research including possible areas of study drawn from theoretical
underpinnings and practical applications of the model are also outlined.
14etechniquesIdevelopedforstudyingturbulence,like
weather, also apply to the stock market.
- Benoit Mandelbrot
2
Literature Review & Background
T      is intended to provide a
reference to round out readers’ knowledge ranging from basic concepts to currently
emerging research relevant to the thesis. e text is wrien to be as accessible as
possible to all quantitatively minded individuals regardless of current expertise. e
areas selected for review are listed below.
1. Time Series Analysis
2. Algorithmic Trading
3. Artiﬁcial Markets
4. Modern Portfolio eory
5. Genetic Algorithms
e time series analysis section begins with basic regression, covers topics in
residual diagnostics, and ends with models for stationary and nonstationary time
15series. Trends in algorithmic trading are then discussed. e section ﬁrst outlines
current research along with pros and cons of automated trading. Subsequently, true
ﬁnancial arbitrage is explained leading into statistical arbitrage. ese concepts are
reviewed in depth as they bare the most similarity to the network model’s algorithmic
trading validation test introduced in later chapters. e remaining sections labelled
modern portfolio theory (MPT) and genetic algorithms (GAs) are motivated by the
third layer of the network model and the algorithmic trading validation respectively.
Contrary to likely expectations, modern portfolio theory is utilized for statistical
signal processing in network model reﬁnement while a genetic algorithm is applied to
the portfolio realignment problem. Every area of the background and literature
review maps to an area involved in the network model’s construction or subsequent
applications reviewed throughout the thesis.
2.1 T S A
2.1.1 R
Time series analysis is a set of tools which can be used to produce models of an
underlying target, or set of target, time series. Single series regression is the standard
starting point. Regression minimizes an error vector between the target, or dependent
variable, time series, and regressor, or independent variable, time series [1].
             ϵ (2.1)
where
    dependent variable
    explanatory variable
    slope
    constant
ϵ   error vector
As the best model of   based on   is determined by minimization of the error vector
a method for comparing error among models is needed. Ordinary least squares or
16OLS is the stock choice for minimization in many simple regression models.
    ϵ   
n ∑
i=1
ϵ
2
i (2.2)
ϵi    th element in ϵ
    number of elements in series
Squaring each element of the error vector prior to summation increases the impact
of large error terms in parametrization of   and  . us, small error spread evenly
across all estimations of   is preferred to a few large deviations.
e natural extension of singular regression is multiple regression where multiple
dependent variables or regressors are present[64].
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e column vector of regression coeﬃcients   is the desired output through
minimization of the error term. e most notable diﬀerence between the above
matrix notation and algebraic form is the absence of a constant. Constant values can
be inserted into the model by appending a column to the   matrix containing the
value of   for all   observations. e regressed coeﬃcient within   when multiplied
by the column of  s returns a constant value for each estimation of   values.
2.1.2 R D
Consider the following scaer plots of time series with target vectors   and  
against regressors   and   respectively in the form of equation 2.1.
Given time series        and      , minimizing the ordinary least squares
17Figure 2.1.1: Background: Linear Regression Models
criterion on the error term of the standard regression model, i.e. least squares
regression, yields the grey ‘linear prediction’ lines in ﬁgure 2.1.1. In these cases,
equations for the least squares line are identical.
                  (2.4)
and
                  (2.5)
To assess the ‘goodness-of-ﬁt’ the  2 of each model can be computed.  2 is related
to the ratio of variance in the data explained by the model over the total variance in
the data. As such, a perfectly predictive model has an  2     and a model with no
predictive power has  2    . Formally:
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)
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where
   i    predicted value of  i when  i is applied to model    
e model’s residuals are identical in terms of  2 with values equal to       . In
other words, both models explain the same proportion of summed square residuals
18over total residual sum of squares. Despite this, it is clear visually in Figure 2.1.2 that
residuals scaer plot of        are randomly distributed around the least squares line.
In contrast,       exhibits structure.
Figure 2.1.2: Background: Serially Autocorrelated and Non-Autocorrelated
For our purposes, residuals of a well speciﬁed regression model should match a
normal distribution, have constant variance, and exhibit no serial autocorrelation.
Normality testing can be performed to a level of conﬁdence contingent on the number
of observations using the Jarque-Bera (JB) test [45].
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e skewness (S) of residuals can be found via:
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And kurtosis (K):
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  ϵ   mean of ϵ or
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nϵq
)
19Constant variance can be determined through multiple samplings of continuous
residual sections.
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In testing for serial autocorrelation the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic is applied
[42, 43]. Serial autocorrelation is the correlation between a model’s residuals at time  ,
or ϵi, and the model’s residuals with a   period lag i.e. ϵi 1. Positive autocorrelation
suggests positive residuals tend to be followed by additional positive residuals and
negatives by negatives. Negative autocorrelation suggests positive residuals are
followed by negative residuals and vice versa. Given that a well speciﬁed model has
randomly distributed residuals, serial autocorrelation of either type is undesirable.
    ϵ   
∑n
i=2  ϵi   ϵi 1 
2
∑n
i=1 ϵ2
i
(2.11)
A Durbin-Watson statistic of   implies no serial correlation. A statistic signiﬁcantly
less than   indicates positive serial autocorrelation, and one signiﬁcantly higher than
  suggests negative serial autocorrelation. e maximum range of possible DW
statistics is   to  . For context, the example residual series in ﬁgure 2.1.2 have
statistics of       and       for [X,Y] and [W,Z] respectively. is result indicates
lile serial autocorrelation in [X,Y] and signiﬁcant positive serial autocorrelation in
[W,Z]. e identiﬁed structure in the [W,Z] model is a source of concern as structured
residuals may result from a poorly speciﬁed model.
2.1.3 C
Consider the relationship between time series in ﬁgure 2.1.3.
ere does appear to be a mild association between Series   and Series  . To review
this relationship, least squares regression was applied yielding equation 2.12.
                   (2.12)
With an  2       , the model passes the ﬁrst diagnostic test. Now note that Series
  is the estimated number credit card transactions sampled on a daily basis in     ,
while Series   represents the spot price for a barrel of crude oil on a minutely basis in
20Figure 2.1.3: Background: Cointegration Example
    . Plainly, the relationship is coincidental. Aempting to specify relationships
among unrelated variables is known as spurious regression. To brieﬂy explain the
behaviour, note the time series categorization in ﬁgure 2.1.4 [12].
Figure 2.1.4: Background: Introduction to Stationarity
A strictly stationary time series is deﬁned as a stochastic, or random, process with a
constant joint probability distribution through time. Weak-sense, or weakly,
stationarity relaxes this deﬁnition to and encompass a greater set of mean-reverting
series. is is characterized in part by a constant mean and variance. In this case,
21there is no guarantee that current values are entirely independent from previous
values. Weakly stationary series may be autocorrelated with any number of lags. is
may direct their tendency to return to a constant or time trend. In contrast, a
nonstationary series, or random walk, does not hold a constant mean through time.
In the context of a ﬁrst order autoregressive model where the only regressor on
target series y is a copy of itself oﬀset by lag of   i.e.      , the solved parameter  
dictates the series’ stationarity.
 i         i 1    i (2.13)
Table 2.1.1 Stationarity by  
                       
Weakly Stationary Non-Stationary Divergent
Going forward, both nonstationary and divergent time series are referred to as
nonstationary. Since weakly stationary time series may be autocorrelated at any lag
depth, the Durbin-Watson statistic must be generalized to catch these instances. e
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test does exactly that by modelling series in the form
of equation 2.14.
 i              i 1    1∆ i 1          p∆ i p   ϵi (2.14)
where
∆ i    i    i 1
    time trend coeﬃcient
    maximum number of lags tested for autocorelation
Including relevant lags   on their corresponding diﬀerenced term of   prevents the
resulting value from impacting parametrization of   on level of  i 1. us, if the
series wanders stochastically, i.e. is nonstationary, ∆ i should be independent from
 i 1 implying      . A weakly stationary time series must be dependent on level of
 i 1 in order to hold a constant mean requiring      .
e null and alternate hypotheses in the ADF test are       and       indicating
nonstationary and weakly stationary series respectively.
22Returning to the spurious regression example problem; both series appear to be
nonstationary. is result is conﬁrmed with and ADF test. e OLS regression model
appeared to ﬁt well because the two series happen to share a stochastic dri. While
the model seems accurate in the aggregate, on a period to period basis it is at best
useless and at worst deceptive. For this reason, only series without stochastic dri are
modelled using least squares regression. is then leaves the question of how to
model nonstationary time series.
One approach to modelling nonstationary time series is to coerce weak stationarity
via diﬀerencing.
∆ t    t    t 1 (2.15)
If the resulting ∆  is weakly stationary then the original y series is said to be ﬁrst
order stationary or     .
Another approach to modelling relationships among nonstationary time series is
via cointegration[25]. A vector autoregressive model (VAR) is a technique for
modelling the spread among time series sets. is tools is valuable in determining if a
set of time series are cointegrated. For two series   and   to be cointegrated, the
following conditions must be met.
   
 
 
n ∑
i=1
  i     i  (2.16)
 i    i     i (2.17)
                 ϵ (2.18)
where
    coeﬃcient on series Y
e time series   must be weakly stationary with a mean of  . In other words,
some linear combination of the set of time series is stationary around a constant mean
 . Take, for instance, the pair of nonstationary time series in ﬁgure 2.1.5
e series appear to share a common stochastic dri. Modelling this relationship in
23Figure 2.1.5: Background: Introduction to Cointegration
the form of equation 2.18 returns:
                           ϵi (2.19)
To ensure a well speciﬁed model, in addition to the residual tests for least squares
regression, the cointegration residuals should also be a weakly stationary time series.
Figure 2.1.6: Background: Cointegration Residuals
Given the high  2          and residuals passing the aforementioned baery of
24tests, the cointegrating relation is well speciﬁed. e ADF test is not necessary for
cointegration models as their is no requirement for serial autocorrelation.
Table 2.1.2 Cointegration residual tests
Statistic Purpose Value Result
Durbin-Watson Serial Autocorrelation 2.055 N/A
Jarque-Bera Normality p>0.05 Pass
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Stationarity p<0.05 Pass
Expectations derived from cointegration are the foundation for a simple
algorithmic trading strategy known as pairs trading, a type of statistical arbitrage
strategy covered in the next section.
2.2 A T
As computational resources have become more aﬀordable the prospect of algorithmic
or computer automated trading has grown increasingly aractive. e main beneﬁts
of algorithmic trading (AT) are founded in speed and consistency. For purely
mathematical trading decisions, computers are able to reliably compute trading
signals at speeds much faster than their human counterparts. is allows trading
entities to enter beneﬁcial positions more quickly while eliminating human error and
employee overhead. Moreover, the nature of the computerized system enables trading
scalability for lile additional cost.
e most automatable trading tools were among the ﬁrst to be converted into
algorithmic trading strategies. Many common tools in technical analysis meet this
automation criteria of computationally simple, easily parametrized, highly repetitive
tasks which can be described programmatically. Despite their early adoption there is
lile evidence to indicate any potential for out-of-sample proﬁtability in technical
analysis strategies. Fang, Jacobsen, and Qin drew this conclusion aer reviewing
proﬁtability of    technical analysis strategies drawn from earlier work [11] and
extending the sampled time period through      [27]. We include this work not only
to give instances of early algorithmic trading but also as evidence that AT is merely
an implementation of an existing algorithm. If a strategy is invalid when managed by
a trader no amount of automation can make it valuable. e exception to this rule is
when the proﬁtability of a trading strategy is bound by execution speed.
25Although there are many nonsensical uses, AT can provide great value with the
correct trading logic. is is particularly true in cases where strategies are
computationally expensive or constrained by execution speed. High-frequency
trading (HFT), or using computers to make decisions and execute transactions very
quickly, is a growing ﬁeld within algorithmic trading. HFT allows traders to take
advantage of extremely time sensitive information which would otherwise expire
before a trader could manually take the indicated positions. Given that the proportion
of market and limit orders allocatable to algorithmic traders is growing, there is
evidence that these agents play a signiﬁcant role in determining market eﬃciency
[16]. Algorithmic traders are becoming more common in most ﬁnancial markets
including foreign exchange [50], multiple spot markets [34], futures [74], and bonds
[18].
Not all algorithmic trading systems are directly intended to produce excess returns.
Some, which straddle the boundary, are intended to function as market makers [31]
and are actively compensated by exchanges aiming to improve liquidity for their
market participants. Others applications of algorithmic trading focus on optimal
order execution. An example in equity markets is entering positions while achieving
a target price metric such as volume-weighted average price (VWAP) [37].
Algorithmic methods can similarly be useful in execution of large block trades where
costly slippage can be minimized by issuing multiple smaller orders in accordance
with constrained stochastic optimal control methods [68].
Recent trends in algorithmic trading apply innovative methods or new data sources
to derive beneﬁt such as artiﬁcial intelligence or text analysis. Artiﬁcial intelligence
in algorithmic trading is receiving much aention as it is proving both academically
and practically tractable. Areas of use include predicting ﬁnancial asset price
movements in both spot [69] and foreign exchange markets [26], predicting
macroeconomic impact of events [70], and portfolio optimization [79]. Text analysis
is another growing ﬁeld in algorithmic trading for both increasing returns [30] and
reducing risk [29].
e implications of fast decision making and similarities in algorithmic trading
strategies have also spurred some unease. Herding is a concern since many strategies
tend to mirror recently proﬁtable positions. is behavior can exacerbate otherwise
insigniﬁcant market movements and cause volatility clustering as the strategy’s
decisions change [58]. Volatility clustering is highly undesirable from a market
participant’s perspective and remains a source of contention for regulators.
26e network model of equities markets we introduce is partially validated through
use of an algorithmic trading strategy. Due to nature of ﬁnancial markets it is not
possible to ‘conﬁrm’ the correctness of the underlying assumptions inherent in the
model. Instead, we support claimed sources of the model’s functionality by exploiting
it to predict future market movements. By then simulating a trader taking market
positions to maximize proﬁtability of these movements we were able to validate the
model’s accuracy through the proﬁtability of the trades. In other words, by creating
an algorithmic trading system based on the proposed network model we determine
the model’s validity. While other validations are presented, emphasis is put on this
trading model throughout the remainder of the thesis as it is the most quantitatively
conclusive of the validation methods. Of known existing algorithmic trading
strategies, statistical arbitrage shares the most similarity with the validation system.
e remainder of the algorithmic trading section outlines the principals guiding
statistical arbitrage to be drawn on in later chapters.
2.2.1 A
Arbitrage in ﬁnancial markets exploits price diﬀerences of identical instruments
among markets to proﬁt from their spread. For example,   lemonade stands are on
opposite ends of a street. If vendor   is willing to buy or sell lemonade for    cents
per glass, and vendor   is willing to buy/sell for   dollar per glass, a investor could
buy lemonade from vendor   and sell it to vendor   while making a   cent proﬁt per
cup. If both vendors have inﬁnite wealth and supply of lemonade, the system is
sustainable and the investor can reap inﬁnite proﬁt. When wealth and supply are
constrained, as investors exploit the price diﬀerence lemonade supply will build for
vendor   and cash will grow for vendor  . e economic laws of supply and demand
dictate that the optimal responses for vendors   and   are to raise and lower prices
respectively. As vendor prices converge, the opportunity to proﬁt from the price
diﬀerential vanishes. In other words, exploitation of arbitrage opportunities
diminishes their proﬁtability. Note that in this example with perfect information and
no transaction costs the risk experienced by the investor is  .
Ramping up the arbitrage concept to ﬁnancial markets, consider the foreign
exchange rates in table 2.2.1.
Although the goods are no longer strictly homogeneous, currencies can be directly
exchanged and are therefore perfect substitutes in a frictionless market. Due to the
27Table 2.2.1 Foreign exchange price matrix
GBP USD EUR
GBP £1.00 $1.51 €1.11
USD £0.66 $1.00 €0.76
EUR £0.90 $1.28 €1.00
discrepancy between GBP price for USD and EUR price for USD an individual with  
GBP could convert GBP   USD   EUR   GBP and ﬁnish with      GBP or    more
GBP than their initial investment. As before, this proﬁt is instantaneous, meaning the
same trade can be executed repeatedly until the market price diﬀerence closes. To
reiterate, the market ineﬃciency will invariably be eliminated because the economic
impact of repeatedly executing the proﬁtable arbitrage opportunity eﬀects the
currencies’ supplies and demands.
Instantaneous proﬁt with no risk is an appealing concept. ese types of arbitrage
opportunities are exploited by large institutions with below average transaction costs
long before the possibility of an individual personally proﬁting from the ineﬃciency.
Moreover, in most markets, competition among these large institutions to exploit the
risk-free opportunities for proﬁt force price diﬀerences to be unproﬁtably small.
More realistic instances of arbitrage are present when a combination of ﬁnancial
derivatives is able to eﬀectively mirror the behaviour of a separate instrument or pool
of instruments. If there is any price discrepancy between the portfolios of
instruments this is representative of an arbitrage opportunity. It may be diﬃcult to
uniquely compose multiple asset pools which perform identically. A more likely
scenario is when groups of instruments can be assembled in a fashion which assumes
some risk yet yields excess returns¹ for the assumed risk level.
2.2.2 S A
Statistical arbitrage is a generalization of arbitrage extending to scenarios which are
not entirely risk-free. For example, if transactions may not be executed
simultaneously, the foreign exchange arbitrage scenario would technically be
considered statistical arbitrage. is is because it is possible for exchange rates to
move unfavourably during the process required for exploitation. One market with
multiple known statistical arbitrage trading strategies is the equities market. In these
¹e returns from ﬁnancial holdings exceeding of those alternative investments with similar risk
proﬁles
28markets, the most simplistic of the strategies is known as pairs trading.
Historically speaking, there are assets in equity markets which tend to share a
stochastic trend, i.e. move together in terms of price level. A trader might expect this
shared stochastic trend between assets with common market sectors, raw inputs, are
complimentary goods, or contain various other structural/economic similarities. For
example, BP and Chevron spot prices tend to move together because they produce
homogeneous products while relying on identical commodity inputs. e similarities
such as market demand, crude oil price, and weather conditions are shared between
the corporations leading to their parallels in their valuation.
Figure 2.2.1: Background: Close Prices 2003   2004
Given the nonstationary nature of the time series and shared stochastic dri, the
selected option for modelling the apparent relationship among the assets is
cointegration. Noting that both series pass tests for nonstationarity it is found that
the spread between assets is modelled by:
                                  (2.20)
is relationship returns the residual plot in ﬁgure 2.2.2. In the residual plot there
are a few instances of isolated volatility clustering along with long periods positive
serial correlation. e JB normality test returns within the acceptable range leading to
29Figure 2.2.2: Background: Cointegration Residuals
the conclusion that the model is well speciﬁed.
e trading strategy implemented on this model relates to the mean reverting
nature of its residual series. e cointegration model suggests that the spread
between the asset pair has a long run relationship which tends to a constant. By
adjusting the model by the constant value of        the residuals are expected to be a
weakly stationary series around  . e tendency for a   spread allows traders to
develop expectations of future price movements of the assets based on the current
spread level. e expectation of future movements is determined by the current
deviation of the spread from  .
When residual values are large and positive, the mean reverting nature of the
spread suggests that in the future, the spread will return to  . To proﬁt from this
expectation, a trader can take a long position in BP stock and a short position in Shell
stock. Conversely if the spread is large and negative than a short position in BP and a
long position in Chevron covers the expectation of future price movements. When
the spread is close to  , the predictive power of the model also approaches  . A very
simple, in-sample trading strategy using these two assets could take long and short
positions with a maximum investment of     shares in either asset. Since prior
knowledge of the maximum spread value is known, dividing the spread through by
the absolute value of its maximum returns a signal series with maximum absolute
30value of  . By then multiplying the signal by    , corresponding to the maximum
number of desired shares in either asset, the signals in ﬁgure 2.2.3 for BP and Shell
were derived.
Figure 2.2.3: Background: In-Sample Trading Signals
e signal level indicates the number of shares of each asset to own at each point in
time to proﬁt from the strategy. Although the signals are symmetric the magnitude of
BP’s signal is slightly less than Chevron’s because it must be multiplied by its
cointegration coeﬃcient of       . In cases where there is a large diﬀerence between
the assets’ price levels the variation in signal magnitude is more pronounced. Returns
of the portfolio can be computed by multiplying each signal by its daily return. is
can be seen in ﬁgure 2.2.4.
Individually, each asset’s return was positive. is is not a necessary condition to
meet the expectation of a diminishing spread using the cointegration model. If a
trader sees a large positive spread and takes a short/long position in Chevron and BP
respectively it is possible for Chevron and BP both to increase in price levels. So long
as the increase in Chevron levels is less than that of BP, the large positive spread
would have decreased. In that situation, Chevron would incur negative return, and BP
would generate positive return. Given a reduction in spread, the returns in one asset
31Figure 2.2.4: Background: In-Sample Profit Curves
32must always exceed any losses in the other. is means, the portfolio of assets
remains positive regardless of the shared directional movements. To recap, when a
pair shares a direction of price movement, the losses in one asset are theoretically
covered by proﬁt in the other. e implications of this are very signiﬁcant. If shared
movements in price levels do not impact proﬁtability of the portfolio then the
portfolio is isolated from global market movements. A portfolio of assets which
exhibits this property is known as is market neutral. A market neutral portfolio
suggests extremely low risk when models are well speciﬁed.
Another key aspect of statistical arbitrage strategies relates to the capital
investment. It should be apparent that all long positions are matched with an equal
but opposite investment in a short position. is causes the cost realized by investing
in long positions to be oﬀset by the short term cash produced by the opposing short
position. As such, the cash required to take the opposing positions is approximately
equal to transaction costs. is concept is referred to as cash neutrality.
When trade positions have no upfront cash requirement the limitations on
exposure to an opportunity are bound by the investor’s ability to leverage the
position. In practical terms, short positions can be expensive due to transaction costs.
Furthermore, ﬁnancial derivatives such as options and futures present lower cost and
greater leverage techniques to utilizing the economically valuable expectations
implied by the cointegration model.
For example, purchasing a put option on the asset expected to decrease in value can
be a less expensive and a longer term solution than a short. Another distinct
advantage to this approach is bounded losses. When entering a long position the
maximum an investor can lose is their initial investment. In contrast, a short position
has theoretically unbounded loss potential as the asset’s price grows. A put option
eliminates this unbounded le tail risk since executing the put is not mandatory. e
disadvantages associated with put options are also numerous. e ﬁxed strike price of
the put in tandem with the ﬂuid decimalized price of a long position suggests than an
investor has a maximum cap on their hedge. Options markets for smaller
capitalization equities also tend to be illiquid which increases buyer’s premiums.
Finally, implementing an option based hedge eliminates one of the primary features
to pairs trading, its cash neutrality.
Cash neutrality renders some common performance metrics inapplicable.
Percentage rate of return, for instance, is undeﬁned when its denominator reaches  .
To compensate, any further discussion of rates of return are measured assuming a
33positive cash requirement for both long and short positions.
is adjustment dramatically understates the rate of return achieved for a given
investment of cash. To permit comparison with non-cash neutral strategies the
Sharpe ratio can be applied [44]. is ratio considers only returns while ignoring cash
investment. e ex-post Sharpe ratio is deﬁned in equation 2.21.
             
 P    f
 P
(2.21)
where
 P   Return of portfolio investment
 f   Return of risk-free investment
 P   Standard deviation of portfolio investment
Sharpe ratio computes the excess returns of an investment strategy over a risk-free
strategy and divides the result by the investment strategy’s standard deviation of
returns. is ratio exhibits desirable properties in measuring eﬃciency as in
increasing function of returns and a decreasing function of return variability. e
Sharpe ratio can be measured on any frequency of returns data. Moving forward, all
Sharpe ratios are annualized values.
Applying the Sharpe ratio along with the adjusted rate of return metric the model
implemented on BP and Chevron common stock is shown in table 2.2.2.
Table 2.2.2 Background: In-Sample Portfolio Annual Performance
Metric Value
Sharpe Ratio 3.010
Mean Rate of Return 21.3%
Mean Nominal Return $783.31
e reason for the excessive returns is due to the concision of the cointegration
period’s training data, and the statistical arbitrage strategy’s evaluation period. In
other words, the trading was performed in-sample with interpolations made from
future knowledge of the market. In fact, the only position containing no future
information is the last period of the     trading days which coincides with November
  th     . From this date onward the strategy would be out-of-sample. An extended
out-of-sample performance of the strategy can be seen in ﬁgure 2.2.5.
34Figure 2.2.5: Background: Out-of-Sample Profit Curves
35e yellow section corresponds to the in-sample period. Beyond this point the
‘Portfolio Proﬁt’ curve illustrates that the evaluation period has a net positive return.
e volatility in individual asset performance as well as portfolio performances
increases through time from the exit of the in-sample period. is volatility steadily
grows and eventually overcomes predictive power of the model rendering the
strategy unproﬁtable.
Table 2.2.3 Background: Out-of-Sample Annual Portfolio Performance
Metric Value
Sharpe Ratio 0.657
Mean Rate of Return 7.9%
Mean Nominal Return $640.04
As expected, the performance metrics all decreased relative to in-sample ﬁgures.
Equity pairs which track as well as the example are rare. ere are few industries
dominated by a small set of known factors which tend to induce the shown level of
similarity between independently managed companies.
As computational resources become less expensive and statistical arbitrage
strategies more popular, instances of trading opportunities become a scarcity.
Identical to true arbitrage, exploitation of statistical arbitrage strategies creates
market forces that adversely impact their own proﬁtability by altering market supply
and demand.
e example trading strategy introduced in this chapter was built for
demonstration purposes only. With increasing eﬃciency of ﬁnancial markets the
developed simplistic model would be unlikely to yield proﬁt in a modern market. One
clear example of the model’s shortcomings is the exclusion of transaction costs.
More sophisticated traders may aempt to develop custom sets of assets which
tend to be cointegrated in the aggregate by trading baskets of assets. Alternatively,
using the Johansen framework[46] traders may develop cointegration models for a
subset of a market sector by deﬁning a relationship among several assets. e
primary issue in this approach is the risk of over ﬁing the model when the number
of traded assets is large.
In summary, the   properties discussed which make statistical arbitrage such an
aractive investment type are, positive expected return, market neutrality, and
minimal cash requirement. e sophistication of the trading algorithms implemented
36are limited only by investor’s perceived ability to maintain these aributes.
Furthermore, the name statistical arbitrage need not be constrained to expectations
developed on cointegration models. Any model capable of producing reliable market
expectations aiding in trading can be viewed as statistical arbitrage.
e pairs trading statistical arbitrage scenario is extensively discussed because it
presents a fundamental building block of the network model and a validation. A
cointegration model among a small number of assets aims to create a long-run
associative network of asset interactions. e network model aims to perform the
same task on the entire market. Similarly, pairs trading utilizes a cointegration model
to create an algorithmic trading strategy. One validation of the network model’s
accuracy is an algorithmic trading strategy which bares some similarity to pairs
trading.
As with all trading strategies, the quality of a statistical arbitrage system can be
measured only through its out-of-sample proﬁtability in live market conditions.
Without proper testing this may be a risky prospect. To further validate the expected
source of proﬁtability prior to introducing risk it can be beneﬁcial to observe the
strategy in an environment where inner-workings are known. For this task a
simulated or artiﬁcial market can be applied.
2.3 A M
Artiﬁcial markets were necessary to validate contained research as a mechanism for
overcoming the opacity problem in true ﬁnancial markets. In development of the
network model, expectations were made regarding market microstructure and causes
of asset price movements which are not directly observable in real ﬁnancial markets.
In order to tie realized price movements back to information shocks, uncover
mis-pricing, and manage risk we created an artiﬁcial market with full transparency.
In the artiﬁcial market a set of arbitrary factors were partially determinant of artiﬁcial
asset prices. Perfect information of these asset compositions was retained throughout
the process. e network model was then given access to the artiﬁcial market and
relationships among the artiﬁcial assets were modelled. By then deconstructing the
assets to their known factor components the model’s accuracy was directly assessed.
is task would have been impossible in a true market.
Development of artiﬁcial markets is an emerging trend which aempts to model or
simulate behaviour of market dynamics through interactions of elements in a complex
37system. Due to lack of information, computational resources, and understanding of
how markets function, much work has aempted to model emergent behaviour of
markets as opposed to markets themselves. Modern ﬁnancial markets are complex
adaptive systems with millions of interacting agents. Given that all of these agents
have diﬀering goals, expectations, and information, it is not surprising that there is no
perfect artiﬁcial market for testing research. Instead, there are many forms of artiﬁcial
markets each with a target audience aiming to replicate a small fraction of market
microstructure. Our review of these artiﬁcial markets falls under   areas of study.
1. Systemic Risk
2. Algorithmic Trading
3. Policy Making
Despite most work being coupled with an intended application, some articles are
wrien purely to propose guidelines in producing artiﬁcial markets for computational
research [76]. e most widely accepted models are agent-based. In this paradigm
assets are priced by the interaction of agents as opposed to pre-determined or directly
stochastic processes. Sophisticated models can take into account other sources of
market movements for example company decisions and market externalities [5].
2.3.1 S R
Artiﬁcial markets need not be limited to agent-based stock models. A growing use
can be found in stress testing banking networks. Following the      banking crisis
the concepts of systemic risk and ﬁnancial contagion increasingly have become areas
of study. Traditional methods of estimating banks’ exposures to ﬁnancial downturns
such as value-at-risk were demonstrated to fail in capturing risk of a domino eﬀect
associated with inter-bank lending agreements. Systemic risk is the danger when
interrelationships in a system, or network, allow shocks introduced to a portion of
that system to be transferred across its breadth. e more interconnected the system,
the greater the danger of negative shocks taking out nodes in the network.
Using historical data drawn from the Mexican banking system, Canedo and
Jaramillo [14] developed a technique for measuring the stability of interbank lending
exposures. e chosen metric to determine interconnectivity of the simulated
banking systems was taken to be the matrix of interbank lending. By representing
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banks in the system became linked to the recipient. Should the receiving bank, ‘Bank
A’, default on their obligations, all banks which had granted Bank A a loan would be
forced to write oﬀ the receivable pushing themselves further toward default. In
extremely interconnected environments a system which was not obviously unstable
could prove problematic when accounting for  nd and  rd order eﬀects as a cascade of
lenders became insolvent.
In this example a network model of systemic risk was designed to incorporate two
elements.
1. Initial random shock
2. Financial contagion
It was assumed that initial random shocks were created by separate and
independent failure probabilities for each institution. ese probabilities of failure
were denoted  i where each   was a unique bank. One time step beyond the random
shock phase the propagation of initial failures through the banking sector was found
by the matrix of interbank exposures designated  i;j representing bank  ’s exposure to
bank  . e total loss function     resulting from any given initial shock for failed
bank set   was deﬁned as:
      
∑
i F
 i  
∑
i C(F)
 i (2.22)
In other words, the total losses associated with initial bank failure set   was the
sum of all initial failures and those associated with the following ﬁnancial contagion
    . Membership in set      at any time instance   was determined for bank   by
solving for classiﬁer  k
i .
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Where  k
i was the nominal loss ﬁgure for bank   to remain solvent
When the probabilities of each banks’ failure due to initial shock,  i, thresholds for
default,  k
i, and interbank exposures,  i;j, were known, all combinations of initial
bank failures  , with resulting total losses      could be assembled into a probability
39distribution of losses for the system. If the probability of signiﬁcant losses was high
the system was taken to be unstable. Similarly, if the probability of signiﬁcant losses
was low then the system was deemed stable. In trivial cases with few institutions it is
possible to compute the probability distribution deterministically. e problem of
computing all possible initial failures   grows exponentially with the number of
agents in the system. As a result, in non-trivial cases the probability distribution may
be estimated via Monte Carlo methods.
2.3.2 A T
Use of artiﬁcial markets in ﬁnance is growing. is trend is particularly apparent
when simulating or back-testing real world algorithmic trading strategies. e need
for artiﬁcial markets arises from the inability for traders to eﬀectively simulate the
impact their trading strategy has on the market at large. For example, placing a large
bulk buy order on a single common stock has the potential to execute a signiﬁcant
portion of that asset’s sell side limit order book. As the buy order matches oﬀers in
the book the current market price tends to rise. e complex multi-agent nature of
ﬁnancial markets makes it diﬃcult to determine how other market agents would react
to the simulated trade. As a result, any interaction between a simulated agent and a
real ﬁnancial market renders future values in that market inaccurate. Artiﬁcial
markets are one of the tools researched to help beer understand the impact
algorithmic trades may have on market dynamics.
Algorithmic traders and computational scientists have taken many approaches to
address the problem by creating artiﬁcial or simulated market environments in which
to test their algorithms. Many researchers develop a custom artiﬁcial market
appropriate for their test problem but others have created generic models exhibiting
the features most frequently required in commonly researched areas. Among the
general purpose models is Hammel and Paul’s multi-agent trader artiﬁcial market
[32]. In their market all agents applied diﬀerent noise-trading strategies. It was
demonstrated that interactions among agents produced the appearance of market
paerns similar to those visible in real markets. is market exhibited a time
crowding behaviour of market participants’ expectations and a dampened positive
feedback loop of market volatility. Other instances of agent based artiﬁcial markets
have incorporated heterogeneous trading strategies [6]. e extent to which diﬀerent
strategies were able to outperform the market and each other was taken as a measure
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would be possible. erefore, diﬀering returns among the strategies indicated a
breakdown in the eﬃcient market hypothesis².
Artiﬁcial markets with agent based algorithmic trading can also be used to show
the interdependence of agents within ﬁnancial markets. Izumi, Toriumi and Matsui
[41] demonstrated that in agent based models allowing competition of unique trading
strategies each agent was impacted by both their own strategic choices and their
competitors’ choices. By allowing the agents to create trades under multiple
simulated market conditions it was determined that the best trading strategy in each
environment depended both on its own parameters and those of other agents.
2.3.3 P M
Policy makers ﬁnd themselves in a similar position to algorithmic traders in that the
impact of any decisions they choose to implement changes market dynamics and
renders use of historic data inappropriate. To compensate, artiﬁcial markets have
become the natural proving ground for impending policy decisions.
Eﬀorts surrounding monetary and ﬁscal policy decisions are a common source of
research. ese day-to-day decisions allow policy makers to provide a guiding hand
in market direction and volatility. While loose expectations are fairly intuitive,
developing expectations about speciﬁc impacts or magnitudes proves diﬃcult. Agent
based models allow research into expected impact of decisions such as interest rate
changes or governmental spending on variables such as market volatility,
unemployment levels, income distribution, and growth projections [24]. Similar work
also utilizes agent based models to estimate impacts of policy decisions on the
business cycle [65].
Comparable artiﬁcial markets have also been exploited to test major regime
changing policy decisions. Yeh and Yang [75] developed an artiﬁcial market to test
the feasibility of price limits as an alternative to halted trading during periods of
market instability. e use of an artiﬁcial market enabled them to estimate impacts on
market volatility, price distortion, and liquidity. ese methods were also considered
when talks of introducing a Tobin-like tax³ were under review. Mannaro, Marchesi,
²A ﬁnancial theory stating that eﬃcient markets are characterized by perfect or near perfect infor-
mation of participants. A signiﬁcant implication is the resulting inability for any investor to consistently
achieve risk-adjusted excess returns for any trading strategy.
³A tax on ﬁnancial transactions
41and Setzu raised concerns from their heterogeneous artiﬁcial market that a Tobin-like
tax could reduce trading volumes and increase market volatility[59].
2.4 M P T
Mean-variance analysis or MVA is a tool aiding in optimal asset allocation for
ﬁnancial portfolios [60]. Under strict assumptions MVA solves for asset weights
which, when combined, return the Pareto front trade-oﬀ curve between portfolio’s
riskiness and return. e contribution of this tool was a straightforward way of
measuring the diversiﬁcation beneﬁts obtained through holding multiple assets.
Portfolios of assets which are strongly correlated in their returns suggests a poor
diversiﬁcation and oppositely, multiple assets with weakly, or negatively, correlated
returns indicates signiﬁcant diversiﬁcation. When asset returns are uncorrelated,
losses in a single asset are linearly unrelated to returns in other held assets. Assuming
all assets have a positive expected returns, minimizing correlation among held assets’
returns reduces the variance of the portfolio’s returns. In this case, variance of
portfolio returns is used as a proxy for riskiness.
Although the concept ﬁts in a computational ﬁnance context we do not use MVA as
a portfolio diversiﬁcation tool. Instead we use mean-variance analysis as a signal
processing technique to diversify the source of predictability for a set of signals.
Stripping away the ﬁnancial application, mean-variance analysis computes the best
possible trade-oﬀ curve between one independently combining metric and another
which diversiﬁes according to correlation. e tool was viewed in this fashion and
adapted to enable recombination of sensor data output by the network model. e
data were pre-processed into simulated expected returns and expected risks. e
resulting values were entered directly into MVA. e output produced a reduced
number of higher quality sensors which were linearly diversiﬁed ‘portfolios’ of low
quality input sensors.
e theory of mean-variance analysis is based around a one period model.
Expected return of asset   is represented by the historic return of  .
   a;t     a;t 1 (2.24)
where
      Expectation function
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 a;t 1 = Previous period returns of  
and
 a    a;t (2.25)
Historic variance of asset A is taken to be its risk level. Again, historic variance of
 ’s return is assumed to be a perfect predictor of future expected variance.
Using this framework for risk and return it is possible for investors to make asset
selection decisions for one-asset portfolios. Consider ﬁgure 2.4.1.
Figure 2.4.1: Background: Assets A,B and C in Risk/Return Space
Take A, B and C to be assets with risks and returns as ploed in Figure 2.4.1. Notice
the trade-oﬀ between assets A and B such that    A       B  and    2
A       2
B .
For this reason, neither A nor B strictly dominate each other. e choice between A
and B becomes a maer of risk aversion level in investors. An extremely risk averse
investor would select B, while a less risk averse investor would select A. In contrast
43   C       B  and    2
C       2
B  thus C dominates B unconditionally. Any risk
averse investor, regardless of degree would prefer asset C to asset B.
As mean-variance analysis is intended to quantify diversiﬁcation beneﬁts, expected
return and expected risk of individual assets must be generalized to multi-asset
portfolios. ere is an assumption of no relationship among expected returns in
portfolios. is means the expected return for a portfolio is simply the sum of
expected returns for each asset weighted by proportionate allocation in the portfolio.
   P   
n ∑
i=1
  i   i   (2.26)
where
   P  = Expected return of the portfolio
   i  = Expected return of  th asset the portfolio
 i = % Allocation weight of  th asset in the portfolio
and
n ∑
i=1
 i     (2.27)
Variance of a portfolio is not as straight forward. Mean-variance analysis discounts
overall portfolio variance by taking into account the possibility that assets may move
with diﬀering magnitudes or signs. e linear metric of Pearson’s correlation is used
to estimate the required relationship among assets.
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where
 ik = Correlation between returns of  th and  th asset
us, all else being equal, applying larger weights to minimally correlated assets
yields greater diversiﬁcation beneﬁts leading to reduced portfolio return variances.
Suppose   assets of known expected return and risk were weighted to construct a
portfolio. If  AB     then the assets would to be perfectly positively correlated. is
implies no possibility of risk avoidance through diversiﬁcation. Figure 2.4.2 shows the
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aainable trade-oﬀ curve between assets   and   in risk/return space.
Provided  AB̸=1 the aainable proﬁt curve would not be a straight line between the
assets. In the most extreme example, take  AB     . In this case, the portfolio set
contains a portfolio in which expected return is between those of A and B with a risk
of  . Since both A and B have positive expected returns the risk-free portfolio
generates positive expected returns. is relationship is shown in ﬁgure 2.4.3.
When      AB      the possible portfolio curve more closely resembles ﬁgure
2.4.4. In this scenario, some diversiﬁcation is possible but complete risk mitigation is
not an option of the portfolio set. e critical point marked in red is of particular
interest to investors. Given the MVA risk, return framework any point below the
critical value represents a dominated portfolio. Any portfolio above the critical point
is considered ‘eﬃcient’.
When the number of assets made available in portfolio selection increases, the
number of portfolio allocation curves grows exponentially. Continuing with the
visualizations, an aggregation of all portfolio allocation curves with large number of
assets may appear as in ﬁgure 2.4.5.
e representation of portfolios in risk versus expected return space allows for
equitable expected performance comparisons regardless of the number of assets per
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Figure 2.4.4: Background: Assets A and B Portfolios 1 > A;B >  1
46Figure 2.4.5: Background: Multi-asset Portfolios
portfolio. e set of portfolios with highest expected return for a given level of risk,
or inversely, lowest risk for a given level of return, are known as the eﬃcient frontier.
e eﬃcient frontier can also be thought of as the set of portfolios any rational, risk
adverse investor would choose from.
2.5 G A
Genetic algorithms or GAs are population based metaheuristics for optimisation
problems commonly utilized where deterministic solutions are unknown or
prohibitively computationally expensive. ese optimisation problems are oen
characterized by an extremely large and discrete search spaces [63].
2.5.1 S O
Single objective genetic algorithms or SOPs are optimisation problems where there is
only one ﬁtness or cost function to be maximized or minimized respectively. A basic
genetic algorithm undergoes   phases. ose phases are:
1. Initialization
2. Selection
3. Recombination
474. Mutation
e algorithm begins by initializing a ‘population’ of   candidate solutions or
‘individuals’ for the current optimisation problem. Each individual is has a ‘genome’
which encodes inputs to the function being optimised. For example:
 n  
5 ∑
i=1
 n;i (2.29)
where
 n;i = the  th gene for the  th solution candidate’s genome
 n = ﬁtness value of individual   in the population of size N
For this problem, each position or ‘gene’ in the genome can contain a value of   to
 . Clearly this simple function is maximized with a value of   at every gene. To
achieve this result programmatically a genetic algorithm applies an iterative process.
e iterative process ‘evolves’ a population of candidate solutions which converge to
a global or local optima.
When discussing genetic algorithms the jargon oen revolves around the trade-oﬀ
between exploration and exploitation. at is, exploration of potentially valuable
gene arrangements, and exploitation of gene arrangements already known to yield
above average ﬁtness. In the following sections factors impacting the exploration to
exploitation trade-oﬀs are noted.
I
During the initialization phase the user must determine an encoding and decoding
mechanism to convert strings of characters, digits, etc. to viable inputs for the
optimisation problem or ﬁtness function. e ﬁtness function is the sole source of
each algorithm’s perception as to a solution candidate’s quality. For example, in the
case of optimising the previously presented ﬁtness function, a genome of            
evaluates to   . Another genome of                 . From this result the second
genome is thought to be superior to the ﬁrst.
Common encoding types include boolean/binary, integer, and permutation. Initial
populations are seeded randomly. An example initial population of each type where
the number of individuals per population, N, is    and the number of genes in a
48genome, G, is   can be found in tables 2.5.1 to 2.5.3. e populations are arranged in
an N by G structure.
Table 2.5.1 Background: Boolean Initial Population: N =   , G =  
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
Boolean encoding may be used where each digit toggles use of some external
feature. Alternately, some users prefer to express more complicated encodings in
binary to retain use of the many compatible choices for recombining and mutating
the type.
Table 2.5.2 Background: Integer Initial Population: N =   , G =  
8 5 3 7 0
2 6 4 0 4
7 6 2 6 9
2 6 1 0 8
8 1 0 6 4
4 0 3 4 4
6 4 0 3 0
2 0 6 1 5
6 9 1 1 4
1 4 3 5 8
e example given in maximizing the sum of the genome applied integer encoding.
Integers are valuable when multiple variables for the target ﬁtness function lie in a
discrete, known, range as in ﬁgure 2.5.2.
Permutations are the ﬁnal common genome encoding method discussed. is type
can be useful for scheduling and routing problems, a common application of genetic
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5 1 4 2 3
2 5 4 1 3
4 5 2 3 1
2 1 5 4 3
4 3 5 2 1
2 5 3 1 4
1 2 3 5 4
5 1 3 4 2
2 4 3 1 5
1 3 5 4 2
algorithms.
S
Selection is the process responsible for the gradual improvement of population
ﬁtness. In the selection phase a number of candidates solutions are chosen from the
current population,  t, to be recombined and produce a new candidate solution in the
next ‘generation’ of candidate solutions,  t+1. By repeating this process N times, a
suﬃcient number of candidate solutions are selected in  t for recombination which
yields a  t+1 of equal size. e method of parent selection is one of the most crucial
decisions when writing a GA. While there are many variants of selection techniques,
roulee wheel and tournament are both widely acknowledged with well known
properties.
Roulee wheel selection gives each solution in the population a percentage chance
of selection equal to its proportionate ﬁtness in the population. For example, if there
are   individuals in a population with ﬁtness values                       the ﬁrst
individual will be chosen an average of                                           of
the time. e percentage of selections for all individuals are
                                  . Notice individual   is selected       .
Roulee wheel selection is not robust to individuals signiﬁcantly exceeding the
population average ﬁtness. Any individual which does, e.g., individual  , may be
prematurely overrepresented in the  t+1. In other words, roulee wheel selection
may excessively exploit above average genomes to the detriment of exploring other
possibilities. e primary advantage of this form of selection is the lack of
parameters. A well parametrized tournament selection can control the balance of
50exploration v.s. exploitation more carefully at the cost of introducing variables.
Tournament selection begins by randomly selecting   individuals from the
population to compete in a tournament. In the tournament the individual with the
highest ﬁtness is selected. When the process is repeated  N times, the tournament
winners can be grouped for recombination. e parameter   controls the balance of
exploration versus exploitation. As   increases, exploitation grows while exploration
shrinks. As a practical demonstration, review the roulee wheel selection example.
Applying the tournament selection procedure with   of   the probability of individual
  being selected is the probability of it being chosen for the tournament multiplied by
the probability of the individual winning in any given tournament or
                . Increasing   to  ,  , and   the percentage selection increases to
   ,     and      respectively. Given a realistic population size the maximum
probability of selection for the best individual in the population can be adjusted in
smaller increments of size    .
R
Recombination is the process of combining two or more parents selected in  t to
produce a candidate solution for  t+1. Unlike the various forms of selection which are
universally applicable to all encoding types, not all recombination types are
compatible with all encodings. In the same way that selection is compared in terms of
exploration versus exploitation, recombination can be thought of as varying in
genome destruction.
Destruction refers to spiting adjacent runs of genes in parent genomes. Depending
on ﬁtness landscape, the cause of a genome’s above average ﬁtness can be aributed
to short ‘runs’ of beneﬁcial genes. If the run is preserved in the oﬀspring’s genome,
the oﬀspring’s ﬁtness tends to outperform a comparable oﬀspring without the run.
e uniform crossover type is primarily intended for problems where all elements
in the genome are independent and relative location of genes to each other has no
baring on ﬁtness. Uniform crossover creates a new candidate solution by randomly
selecting genes from   or more selection winners. Genes in the random selection
must be drawn from the equivalent gene location from any parent. Uniform crossover
is the most destructive of the approaches covered.
One-point crossover combines parent genomes at a single randomly selected
location gene. All genes prior to this point come from parent   and all genes following
51Figure 2.5.1: Background: Uniform Crossover
it are from parent  . is approach preserves a signiﬁcant number of gene runs from
both parents and is less destructive than uniform crossover. Reducing run destruction
beneﬁts oﬀspring genomes in problems where adjacency of genes is at least partially
determinant of genome ﬁtness. An important consideration in one point crossover is
that the further apart genes are, e.g.,  n;1 to  n;5 is further than  n;1 to  n;3, the less
likely they will both be present in the oﬀspring genome. erefore, it may be diﬃcult
to identify beneﬁcial structure among genes which are widely separated.
Figure 2.5.2: Background: One-Point Crossover
Two-point crossover operates much in the same fashion as one-point crossover.
e primary diﬀerence is that end points of the genome are not forced to be the end
points of crossover which reduces the issue of structure among distant genes. is
type of crossover is appropriate when horizontal genome transcription is acceptable
to the problem type. While two-point crossover is less destructive to gene runs than
52Figure 2.5.3: Background: Two-Point Crossover
uniform crossover, it is more destructive than one-point crossover.
Deciding which recombination type will be most eﬀective is a diﬃcult task. Expert
knowledge of the optimisation problem and encoding scheme can be helpful. Further
information on recombination types can be found in [63].
M
e purpose of mutation is to reintroduce or maintain a diverse gene distribution in
the population. In early generations of the genetic algorithm it is possible for
exploitation of found structure to prematurely reduce the exploration of certain
genes. Mutation is the operator to help alleviate the issue. Similar to recombination,
encoding limits compatibility of various mutation types. Despite this, mutation for
most non-permutation encodings adheres to the same set of principals. First, each
gene is iterated over and a random number is selected. If the random number falls
within a predeﬁned activation range then a mutation is inserted. If the random
number does not fall in range, the iterator moves to the next gene location. Boolean
mutation simply ﬂips the relevant bit when the mutation function is activated.
Integer mutation randomly selects a new value from the originally accepted range in
the initialization phase. A simple approach for permutations is to randomly switch
two locations on the genome to preserve the validity of the candidate solution.
2.5.2 E
By repeating the phases of evaluation through mutation the population of solution
candidates’ ﬁtness values tend to improve. Upon meeting an exit criteria the
53repetition is stopped and the best solution candidate is chosen as the solution to the
optimisation problem. Two similar explanations of why genetic algorithms exhibit
this optimising behaviour are embodied in the building block hypothesis [28] and
schema theory [33]. e building block hypothesis states that highly ﬁt solution
candidates are composed of short runs of genetic material generally associated with
higher ﬁtness values. When high ﬁtness individuals are chosen, these building block
have a tendency to persist, grow, and combine with those from other high ﬁtness
individuals. By repeating the process, the genetic algorithm provides loose guidance
to an otherwise random search. Schema theory draws much the same conclusion
stating that low-order schemata with high ﬁtness grow exponentially in
representation throughout the population.
2.5.3 M
Multi-objective optimisation problems exist where more than one criteria must be
simultaneously optimised. In these cases, any solution which is not strictly dominated
along all criterion axes is considered to be on the best known Pareto front. With each
additional ﬁtness criterion the complexity of the problem grows signiﬁcantly. Genetic
algorithms as described in the previous section are poorly suited for these types of
problems because they aim to converge the population of candidates to a single
solution. In contrast, a genetic algorithm designed for multi-objective optimisation
must converge to the best possible Pareto front which may contain an inﬁnite number
of solutions. While there is an entire ﬁeld of genetic algorithm research devoted to
this area of study we review only the   most academically veed algorithms. ese
algorithms are PAES [49], SPEA II [81] and NSGA II [22].
e intended application of the multi-objective genetic algorithm was to be used as
a single period portfolio recalibration engine in validation of the network model. As
mentioned in the introduction chapter, the portfolio diversiﬁcation task for the
algorithmic trading validation was adapted into a computationally complex yet
directly measurable optimisation problem. e performance criteria were selected to
minimize the portfolio’s risk proﬁle and maximize expected future returns. To solve
this problem for each back-testing period a custom multi-objective GA was designed.
Given that the back-testing period contained        periods, execution time was a
major consideration when selecting a MOGA for adaptation.
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PAES or Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy is an iterative local-search genetic
algorithm [49]. e theory behind PAES is to employ local searches surrounding
solution candidates currently existing on best known Pareto front guided by
information in the entire population. ough there are   originally proposed variants
we focus on the most basic denoted        -PAES. e structure is as follows:
Algorithm 1 Multi-objective GA: (1+1) - PAES Process
procedure PP
      Archive of solution candidates
      Maximum number of solutions in archive
    Solution candidate
top:
    randomly initialized solution candidate
insert copy of   into    
while               is       do
  = mutate  
if   strictly dominates   then
     
insert   into    
else
if no solutions in   strictly dominate   then
Apply archive update function                 
e update function is another logic tree with dependencies including the density
distribution of archived solution candidates along the Pareto front and if the archive
is full. Knowing that one goal of PAES is to provide the widest possible range of
nondominated solutions, candidates seeking membership to sparse areas of the
archive are given preference over solutions in highly crowded areas. e update
function can be viewed in algorithm 2.
PAES was originally developed as an approach to the oﬀ-line routing problem and
highly emphasized simplicity. Due to this simplicity the authors focus on its use as a
potential benchmark for other multi-objective genetic algorithms.
In comparison to the previously outlined structure of single objective genetic
algorithms the most notable diﬀerence of PAES relative to other multi-objective
genetic algorithms (MOGAs) is the absence of recombining multiple candidate
55Algorithm 2 Multi-objective GA: (1+1) - PAES Process Update Function
procedure (,,P)
      Archive of solution candidates
      Maximum number of solutions in archive
    Solution candidate
      Maximally crowded solution candidate in    
top:
if number of solutions in           then
insert   into    
if   less crowded than   in     then
     
else
if   less crowded than     in     then
swap     with   in    
if   less crowded than   in     then
     
solutions. is diﬀerence classiﬁes PAES as a local search algorithm.
SPEA II
SPEA II [81] is a revision of Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm or SPEA [80]
which iteratively updates an archive of ﬁxed size representing the most recent
generation’s estimate of the Pareto optimal frontier. Improvements over SPEA include
a more comprehensive view of domination and a solution candidate spacial density
estimate (SDE). e SDE both guides the search space and performs tie-breaks when
deciding membership to the archive. e algorithm’s main loop is performed as
follows:
e ﬁtness of a solution candidate is determined by sum of the number of other
solution candidates in both   and     that it strictly dominates. In scenarios where
many solution candidates fail to strictly dominate other candidates a density
estimation is introduced to prevent stagnation of selective pressures. e likelihood
of this situation occurring increases with the number of ﬁtness criteria because the
odds of recombined solutions surpassing their competition along all axes becomes
less probable. e density estimator utilized is the inverse Euclidean distance to the
 th nearest neighbour.
e truncation operator alluded to in step   is designed to maintain a constantly
56Algorithm 3 Multi-objective GA: SPEA II
procedure PP
    Population of solution candidates
      Archive of solution candidates
      Maximum number of solutions in archive
top:
    randomly initialized population of solution candidates
      empty archive
while               is       do
evaluate solution candidates in  
      nondominated members of   and    
if number of solutions in           then
reduce     via truncation operator
    perform selection, recombination, and mutation on    
sized archive     in cases where the current number of nondominated solutions
contained by         ̸     .
When the number of nondominated solutions is less than     it allows the most
highly ﬁt dominated solutions to enter the archive. When the number of
nondominated solutions is greater than     the most crowded solution candidates are
removed until the archive size equals    
SPEA II more closely resembles the previously described genetic algorithms than
PAES in that it includes a full population of solution candidates and applies selection,
mutation, and recombination operators.
NSGA II
Among multi-objective GAs nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II, NSGA II[22],
is considered state-of-the-art [78]. Several key advantages over other popular MOGAs
include, reduced computational complexity, elitism, and parameterless ﬁtness sharing
operator. e algorithm can be outlined as follows.
Nondomination level is assigned such that no individuals on the same level strictly
dominate any other individuals along all ﬁtness axes. In other words, the ﬁrst level
consists of the population’s best estimate of the Pareto set of solution candidates.
Each subsequent level is the Pareto set of the population excluding all individuals
contained by lower levels.
To maximize the distance between points on the current population Pareto front,
57Algorithm 4 Multi-objective GA: NSGA II
procedure PP
    Population of solution candidates
    Working population of solution candidates
    Combination of   and   together
      Maximum number of solutions in archive
top:
    randomly initialized population of solution candidates
while               is       do
evaluate solution candidates in  
    perform selection, recombination, and mutation on  
    combine   and  
evaluate   on nondomination level and partial rank
    most ﬁt     solutions in  
each level is internally sorted according the crowding distance between its nearest
neighbours.
Even considering NSGA II’s diminished computational complexity relative to it
predecessor, NSGA [73], it remains expensive for large population sizes. As originally
proposed NSGA II is also memory intensive. Namely, in order to reduce the
time/computational complexity, storage requirements are on the order of  2 which
can limit population size in memory restricted environments.
2.5.4 P S
Given that the portfolio selection task can be viewed as a multi-objective optimisation
problem it is not surprising that there are instances of genetic and evolutionary
algorithm implementations. Due to the generalized nature of genetic algorithm’s
optimisation capability the areas of application vary signiﬁcantly. Metaxiotis and
Liagkouras’ review of existing literature relating to multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms for portfolio management [62] found that the vast majority of sampled
research,       , contained   objectives. Moreover, the two most common
objectives were asset’s return means and variances. Despite similar objectives there
were diﬀerence between these mean-variance portfolio selection problems when
compared to mean-variance analysis [60]. e source of the diﬀerence frequently was
founded in introduction of constraints.
e task of solving for the eﬃcient frontier of portfolios in mean-variance analysis
is typically achieved through quadratic or linear programming techniques.
58Introducing constraints on objectives to improve realism or predictability can prove
highly problematic for these methods. For instance, lack of a cardinality⁴ constraints.
When performing mean-variance portfolio optimisation the ﬁnal eﬃcient frontier can
be improved by making as many assets available to the analysis as possible. An
side-eﬀect of the availability is the potential for a large number of those assets to
contain a small allocation the portfolio’s value. Many small positions can prove
diﬃcult to manage and may incur additional transaction costs when compared to
portfolios with fewer, large positions. For these reasons an investor may want to limit
the number of held assets. Use of multi-objective genetic algorithms to solve for the
eﬃcient frontier of portfolios with cardinality constraints was a natural application
[3, 10, 17, 21, 56, 71]. Another approach to addressing the same concern is
introduction of bounds on transaction lot sizes for assets [21, 53, 56]. Of sampled
research in [62] relating to introduction of constraints over     addressed either
cardinality or lot requirements. Other constraints include those on transaction costs
[54] and total market sector allocation [72].
Among   objective works which did not concern constraints, some of the more
unusual applications included revamping either risk or return objectives. In [19] the
return objective function was found by combining multiple trading strategies’ signals
into portfolios with highest joint expected value. Examples of risk adjustment[7]
involved introduction of uncertainty to the risk function[55] and substitution of the
value-at-risk (VaR) metric[47].
Additional research pertains to including ternary or higher objectives. For example,
Li and Xu simultaneously maximized a liquidity measure along with return mean and
variance [52]. Doing so has the potential to reduce transaction costs and minimize
slippage.
While genetic algorithms for portfolio optimisation have value in many instances
there is signiﬁcant potential for misuse. ere are many circumstance in which GAs
may by poorly suited to the optimisation task. Multiple continuous parameters is one
of the cases where other machine learning methods could be considered. e reason
genetic algorithms are the sole multi-objective optimisation method considered for
the portfolio realignment task in later chapters is because the problem exists in
discrete space. Discrete space optimisation is a ﬁeld where genetic algorithms excel.
⁴a limit on the number of assets actively managed in a portfolio
592.6 S
roughout the literature review and background chapter the topics most relevant to
producing and evaluating the network model of ﬁnancial markets were outlined.
ese subjects included:
1. Time Series Analysis
2. Algorithmic Trading
3. Artiﬁcial Markets
4. Modern Portfolio eory
5. Genetic Algorithms
e time series analysis section introduced and demonstrated methods for
modelling time series. is is relevant as network model is constructed from historic
asset price time series. Residual tests, and boundaries of results were covered to allow
estimation of model quality. e time series analysis section ended with the
development of cointegration models. ese models are a common basis for an
equities trading strategy known as statistical arbitrage which led into the algorithmic
trading section.
Statistical arbitrage was of particular signiﬁcance in the algorithmic trading section
as it bares some similarity to the the algorithmic trading validation implemented atop
the proposed network model. e artiﬁcial market section discussed best practices
and existing research in the ﬁeld. Artiﬁcial markets were relevant to the thesis as they
provide a transparent proving ground to evaluate the accuracy of the network model.
e modern portfolio theory section solidiﬁed the expected risk, expected return
framework utilized when comparing investment opportunities. While MPT was not
used for quantifying diversiﬁcation beneﬁts, as in its described purpose, it was used to
recombine the sensor data which bases the network model. e section concludes
with a discussion of widely accepted multi-objective genetic algorithms and their
applications in portfolio management.
60Information is the resolution of uncertainty.
- Cluade Shannon
3
e Network Model
T   the methodology applied to creating network model’s of
ﬁnancial data is introduced and outlined. e intent is to unambiguously describe the
process such that the work can be replicated at will. e logic, discussion, and
rationale behind decisions made in each ‘layer’ of the algorithm are analyzed in future
chapters. is chapter can be thought of as an introduction to the ﬁnal process and a
reference for implementation aer considering later discussion.
3.1 N
e following table is a reference for notation. e listed variables are those most
relevant to the network model or subsequent discussion. Any additional variables
represent intermediate values lacking signiﬁcance to the global scope. ose values
are deﬁned in place.
61Variable Description Sample Value
  Number of assets in data set 100
  Number of observations/period per asset 252
  Matrix of daily close prices Matrix [N by L]
  Index of target asset in C Time-Series
  Table of sensors Table [w by N+1]
  Constant term 7.84
ϵ Error Time-Series
  Number of regressors per sensor 10
  Number of sensors per target asset 5000
  Weight applied to a regressor in a ﬁnal model 0.11
ϕ Weight applied to each regressor in a sensor 0.18
  Number of sensors per sensor portfolio 20
    Vector of sensor cumulative returns of length w Vector [1 by w]
  Covariance matrix of sensor expected information content Matrix [w by w]
3.2 A
e ﬁnal aim of the proposed algorithm is to create a set of mean-reverting linear
models which accurately predict long-run market trends. In a market with   assets a
single example of a mean-reverting model, i.e. cointegration relationship, takes the
form:
     1 1    2 2          N N       ϵ (3.1)
Where:
 i   the scalar weight applied to the  th regressor in a network relationship
 i   the  th regressor or asset time series in a network relationship
Each mean-reverting linear model, hereaer referred to as a ‘network relationship’,
is calibrated against a unique asset drawn from the pool of all assets. Aer the
procedure is repeated for all assets there are a total number of network relationships
equal to the number of assets,  . It is assumed that all network relationships
represent a long-run relationship in the market. In the short-term it is possible for the
relationships to break down but over time asset prices are expected to revert such that
62all of the network relationships are satisﬁed. It is further assumed that the network
relationships are unique.
If the network relationships calibrated on each asset are unique and represent a
long-run relationship then error levels can be expected to indicate short-term market
mispricings. When assets are mispriced it is possible to develop future price
movement expectations. Furthermore, the weights denoted by   gave insight to
linear associations among assets. One aim of the network model is to inspect these
interactions to uncover inter-asset relationships which could not have been identiﬁed
using traditional analysis.
Given that error in any long-run mean-reverting model indicates future price
movements, the network model can be validated by observing the proﬁtability of
making trades based on these expectations. is use case is valuable because it is both
an interesting application of market modelling and a validation of the models’
out-of-sample accuracy. If simulated trades made based on the expectations of the
network relationships prove proﬁtable then the model is conﬁrmed to be a
meaningful representation of the market.
A further aim is to explore network relationships as a method for creating
theoretically market neutral portfolios. In this context, market neutral portfolios are
deﬁned such that the long-run expectations for a given combination of assets are
theoretically insulated from movements of the entire market. For example, trading
the a portion/weight,  , of each asset,  , contained in any of the network
relationships would create a portfolio of assets expected to long-run mean revert to a
constant. is reversion to a constant is theoretically robust to overall market
movements and is therefore considered market neutral. Note that weights   in any
network relationship does not guarantee positive expected returns, only that long-run
market neutrality is expected.
Continuing the aim to explore network relationships, the model is reviewed from
the standpoint of systemic risk. e connectivity described by the network
relationships can also be thought of as transmission system for ﬁnancial contagion.
ese connections can be utilized to simulate shocks to multiple market sectors and
observe aggregated exposures among sectors. is is an analysis available when using
a network representation of markets and yields valuable information relating to
market dynamics.
In summary, the ultimate aim of the thesis is to create a meaningful network model
of ﬁnancial markets that enables unique and valuable analyses. To this end,   tasks
63are undertaken:
1. Create   unique linear models which mean-revert to   in the long-run
2. Asses the validity of the mean-reversion assumption by determining if asset
prices move as expected based on current deviations
3. Assess the validity of network relationships by determining if a high level
aggregation yields meaningful results
e laer   tasks have a double intent. While they are practical applications of the
network models they are also validations. e nature of the network relationships
makes it diﬃcult to evaluate directly because there was no ‘correct’ answer for
comparison. us, each network relationship was validated by reviewing its
performance in quantitative applications. In short, verifying the accuracy of
expectations drawn from the network models is possible; verifying the accuracy of
the relationships themselves is not.
3.3 M
In this section the procedure of developing a set of   network relationships from
equity close prices is covered. e process is composed of   sub-processes dubbed
‘layers’.
e technique begins with daily close prices of common stock for assets drawn
from an index. e data were ﬁltered to exclude assets which:
1. Contained fewer than    years of historic daily close data
2. Were no longer actively traded (survivorship bias)
e remaining stock price time-series were passed through to the ‘Sensor Creation’
layer i.e. Layer 1.
3.3.1 S C: L 1
e sensor creation layer accepts stock price level data and   parameters as inputs. It
outputs thousands of low quality ‘sensors’ containing small amounts of noisy
information relating to market interactions. Each sensor is a linear model with  
64Figure 3.3.1: Network Model: Top Level Flowchart
randomly selected of asset return time-series regressed against a target asset’s return
series. e process is repeated   times yielding   sensors with randomly selected
inputs for a common target asset. Pseudo-code can be found in algorithm 5.
e output of the procedure yields   sensors which are stored in a table where each
row constitutes a single regression equation/sensor. e table contains      columns
to enable storage of all relevant sensor information i.e. weights and constants. e
ﬁrst   columns contain weights or ϕ for every possible regressor asset. is includes
a value of ϕ      for the sensor’s target asset, i.e. independent variable. e last
value in the table stores the sensor’s constant. e total number of non-zero entries in
each row of the table is     representing the   weights or ϕ values, a ϕT      in the
target asset’s column and a constant in the last column. Consider the example below
where table 3.3.1 is a sensor or row in the output,  , and table 3.3.2 is an excerpt from
  for target asset  . Relevant parameters for the example are:                   
65Algorithm 5 Network Model: Sensor Creation
procedure CS
s   Number of regressors per sensor
w   Number of sensors per target asset
N   Number of assets in data set
L   Number of observations/periods per asset
C   Matrix of Daily Close Prices [N by L]
T   Index of target asset in C
X   Table of sensors
top:
     
for         w do
                       
remove   from                
             randomly select   values from                
                     
                                 
                  append vector of   of length   to                
                regress                 on             
append               to  
Table 3.3.1 Network Model: Single Sensor
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
0.24 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.67 41.05
e comparable equation to table 3.3.1 is:
         1        2        6        7        10           ϵ (3.2)
When each sensor in the format of 3.3.1 is added to a table, the end result for the
second target asset is similar to table 3.3.2.
66Table 3.3.2 Network Model: Multiple Sensors
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
0.24 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.67 41.05
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.46 -0.18 0.00 0.11 11.77
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.28 -0.23 -0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.97
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.25 0.00 0.29 -0.24 50.30
0.05 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.18 0.00 -0.19 0.13 0.00 58.78
ere are   primary advantages to storing results in this fashion. First, the output is
human readable. Second, it allows for straightforward reconstruction of the sensors’
in-sample error. e reconstruction is possible by multiplying the close price matrix,
C, with the ﬁrst   elements of any row vector or sensor in the sensor table and
adding its ﬁnal element to the result. If the randomly selected row is  :
Algorithm 6 Network Model: Sensor Approximate Reconstruction
procedure SE
N   Number of assets in data set
C   Matrix of Daily Close Prices [N by L]
X   Table of sensors
ϵ   Error time-series in sensor
w   Number of sensors per target asset
i   Random positive integer    
top:
ϵ                              
A concise version of the sensor creation and error reconstruction processes have
been implemented in cross compatible Octave and MATLAB code and can be seen in
ﬁgures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 respectively.
67% % Create Sensors
% Set Workspace/Parameters
s = 6; % Number of assets per sensor
w = 50; % Number of sensors per target asset
N = 20; % Number of assets in data set
L = 250; % Observations per Artificial Financial Time Series
Factors = cumsum(rand ([N,L]) .5 ,2)+50; % Artificial Market Factors
for i = 1:N % Artificial Assets Based On Factors
C( i , : ) = (rand (1 ,8)/4)* Factors (randsample (1:N, 8 ) , : ) ;
end
T = 1; % Target Asset index in C
% Perform Regressions
X = zeros ([w,N+1]);
for j = 1:w
allregressors = 1:N;
allregressors (T) = [ ] ;
regressors = randsample( allregressors , s );
targetseries = C(T, : ) ;
regressorseries = vertcat (C( regressors ,:) , ones ([1 ,L ] ) ) ;
X( j , horzcat ( regressors ,N+1)) =. . .
regress ( targetseries ’ , regressorseries ’ ) ;
X( j ,T) =  1;
end
clear j idx targetseries regressors allregressors regressorseries
Figure 3.3.2: Network Model: Sensor Creation MATLAB Code
e reconstruction and ploing of a single sensor’s approximation of its target
asset can be performed using the following code.
% % Reconstruct Example Sensor
i = 4; % Randomly selected sensor
targetseries = C(T, : ) ;
epsilon = X( i ,1:N)*C+X( i ,N+1); % Sensor residual series
Figure 3.3.3: Network Model: Sensor Approximation of Target Asset MATLAB Code
Plots of the error series and approximation of the target asset, T, are available in
68ﬁgure 3.3.4.
Figure 3.3.4: Network Model: Sensor Approximation Graphs
e sensors produced throughout the examples in code are based on randomly
produced autoregressive series which take the place of market factors. e assets are
linearly weighted combinations of randomly selected subsets of the factors. e code
is intended the demonstrate correct computations and enable small scale
experimentation. Discussion in later chapters explains why the proposed approach
uncovers shared information through the sensor creation process in ﬁnancial markets.
When applied to true market data the created sensors independently contain a
small amount of information about the target asset largely corrupted by idiosyncratic
noise. In order to further the analysis towards the aim of a single meaningful network
relationship per target asset, the sensors are processed into a smaller number of
higher quality sensor portfolios. To that end, the table of sensors, X, found in layer  
is passed to the layer   for evaluation.
693.3.2 S E: L 2
To understand the need for a sensor evaluation layer it is necessary to understand the
goal of the signal processing layer, or layer 3. e premise of the signal processing
layer is to combine rows of the sensor table from layer 1 to improve sensor quality
beyond a simple average and ensure that the information contained in the output
reﬂects the proportions of the underlying target asset. To achieve this, the quality and
uniqueness of sensors must be evaluated. It is assumed that when sensors are high in
quality, taking trading positions based on their information content generates positive
returns. A higher quality sensor has more consistently proﬁtable, i.e. lower variance,
returns. erefore, the quality of each sensor is computed in terms of in-sample
prediction accuracy, or returns, and return variance. Both metrics are evaluated in a
simulated trading algorithm. e expected return and expected risk during simulated
algorithmic trading is the basis for outputs in the sensor evaluation layer.
Expected positive return trading positions based on sensor expectations are
possible due to the expectation of long-run mean-reverting tendencies in the sensor
models. When error in a sensor’s approximation of its target asset is large the target
asset’s price is expected to change such that error returns to     . e accuracy and
consistency of each sensor’s predictions are compared in terms of expected risk and
expected return by simulating appropriate positions based on the sensor’s error term.
All values for this layer remain in-sample.
In summary, the quality of each sensor was determined by computing its in-sample
expected risk and expected return in a simulated algorithmic trading strategy. e
trading strategy implemented consists of trading only the target asset’s side of the
spread according to the pairs trading strategy as described in chapter  . e process is
seen in algorithm 7.
70Algorithm 7 Network Model: Sensor Evaluation
procedure ES
w   Number of sensors per target asset
N   Number of assets in data set
L   Number of observations/period per asset
C   Daily close data matrix [N by L]
T   Index of target asset
X   Table of sensors
R   Matrix of in-sample sensor returns series [w by L-1]
      Vector of normalized sensor signals/residuals
      Vector of sensor cumulative returns of length w
    Covariance matrix of sensor expected information content [w by w]
top:
     
for           do
               
                     
                                     
         max        Residuals normalized to bound -1 to 1
         period diﬀerence of             
       period diﬀerence of               Daily return from trading
         sum      Cumulative return from frictionless trading
          
for           do
    Covariances among rows in     Covariance of sensor returns
71Normalizing   and then multiplying by    returns an in-sample trading signal
bound between    and  . e trading signals are the residuals of the sensor divided
by the largest magnitude it contains. Multiplying the changes, i.e.   period diﬀerence,
of the trading signal by the returns of the target asset computes the frictionless return
associated with a holding     portion of the target asset at each time period. When
spreads are large, the investment in the target asset is large and conversely small
spreads indicate small investments. Returns are only realized on the portion of
investment which changes between periods.
e metrics     and   corresponding with return and covariances for every sensor in
table of sensors for a single target asset. e mutually identiﬁed information among
sensors is determined by the covariance matrix of sensor returns with a common
target asset. Computation of these metrics for a single target asset in
Octave/MATLAB code is shown in ﬁgure 3.3.5.
% % Evaluate Sensors
R = zeros ([w,L 1]);
zbar = zeros ([w, 1 ] ) ;
for k = 1:w; % For each sensor
targetseries = C(T, : ) ;
zeta = X(k ,1:N)*C+X(k ,N+1);
% Compute Returns and Risk From In Sample Trading
nzeta =  zeta/max(abs( zeta ));
rTar = diff ( targetseries );
r = diff ( nzeta ) . *rTar ;
R(k , : ) = r ;
zbar (k) = r (end) ; % Trading returns
end
Sigma = cov(R’ ) ; % Trading covariances
clear k R r rTar nzeta targetseries zeta
Figure 3.3.5: Network Model: Sensor Evaluation Risk & Return MATLAB Code
e evaluation of sensors along   common metrics provides the information
necessary construct higher quality sensors along the same criteria. To make these
improvements, information from the low quality ‘Sensor Creation’ layer and the
‘Sensor Evaluation’ layer are needed. e improvement process is performed by
Layer   or the ‘Signal Processing’ layer.
723.3.3 S P: L 3
e sensor processing layer aims to convert a large number of sensors from layer  
into a reduced number of high quality sensor portfolios. ality, as discussed in the
sensor evaluation layer, is embodied by an increase in information content and signal
to noise ratio. ese features are measured by computing the expected risk and
covariance via simulated algorithmic trading with each sensor. With those values as
inputs, the ‘Sensor Processing’ layer is able to create a reduced number of higher
quality sensor portfolios.
Bootstrap aggregating, i.e. averaging, gives equal value to all available models in
the collection. From pesudo-code, the ensemble of available models is  . Each model
in the ensemble, i.e. row in  , is given equal consideration or vote in contributing to
the ensemble’s expected response. e process in pseudo-code is presented in
algorithm 8
Algorithm 8 Network Model: Bootstrap Sensor Processing
procedure B A
X   Table of sensors
w   Number of sensors per target asset
top:
                       sum columns of     
Despite its simplicity the approach does generate meaningful out-of-sample
models. e equivalent Octave/MATLAB code in ﬁgure 3.3.6. is provides the
benchmark to exceed when developing alternate techniques.
% % Signal Processing : Bootstrap Aggregating
NetworkRelationship = mean(X,1);
Figure 3.3.6: Network Model: Bootstrap Aggregating MATLAB Code
Returning to the domain speciﬁc signal processing technique, the designation of
higher quality sensors as ‘portfolios’ was not arbitrary. Each sensor with it’s risk and
return values can be treated like an asset in a portfolio. When creating higher quality
sensor portfolios we aim to maximize the return of the portfolio while minimizing the
risk. Moreover, the measure of risk allows for diversiﬁcation by minimizing the
73covariance among asset returns in any sensor portfolio. An output of this process is
the mean-variance optimal eﬃcient portfolio discussed in chapter 2. Algorithm 9
shows the process for accepting sensors and sensor evaluation data and returning a
network relationship.
Algorithm 9 Network Model: Signal Processing
procedure SP
N   number of assets in data set
    number of sensors per sensor portfolio
    covariance of returns for sensors    by   
      returns for sensors    by   
w   Number of sensors per target asset
           Table containing sensor portfolios      by       
top:
      
for             do
                            
                        Excerpt of   for sensors in the current portfolio
                     Excerpt of     for sensors in the current portfolio
       vector of   of size  
                   1                 ′            1           
                      ′           
                       sum columns of         
e algorithm splits the sensors into groups of size  . ese sensors are treated as
assets in a portfolio. Each set of sensors yield an eﬃcient frontier of recombination
weights. e selected weights for sensor recombination is the set represented by the
point of tangency of a line from the origin to the eﬃcient frontier. is point also
represents the portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio.
74% % Signal Processing
sPp= 5; % sensors per sensor portfolio
psensors = zeros ([ floor (w/sPp) ,N+1]);
for i = 1: floor (w/sPp)
idx = (( i  1)*sPp)+1: i *sPp ;
OptWts = (Sigma(idx , idx)^ 1*zbar ( idx ))/ . . .
( ones ([ sPp ,1]) ’* Sigma(idx , idx)^ 1*zbar ( idx ));
psensors ( i , : ) = OptWts’*X((( i  1)*sPp)+1: i *sPp , : ) ;
end
clear i idx OptWts
% Mean of portfolio sensors creating a network relationship
NetworkRelationship = mean( psensors ,1);
Figure 3.3.7: Network Model: Signal Processing MATLAB Code
e aggregation of portfolio sensors utilizes bootstrap aggregating as previously
deﬁned. e values in each sensor portfolio created for a single target asset are
averaged creating   network relationship. Every network relationship represents the
ﬁnal output from the entire process. e set of all network relationships,   per asset,
deﬁnes a completed network model.
3.4 S
A process to create   network relationships of a stock market was outlined. e
process began with common stock close prices for a large set of assets. e ﬁrst step
was to create a thousands of sensors for all assets. Each sensor consisted of a linear
model comparing a single target asset and a small set,  , of randomly selected
regressor assets. e sensors were expected to reveal small amounts of information
about their target asset.
Once a suﬃcient number of sensors, set by parameter  , were created their quality
was evaluated. ality was determined according to how well expectations extracted
from each sensor generated proﬁt in a simulated algorithmic trading strategy. e  
measures of quality considered were total in-sample returns and in-sample
covariances.
With   measures of quality for every sensor, the   sensors were divided into equal
groups of size  . e groups, with associated covariances and returns, were taken to
75be assets in a portfolio. e Pareto front of trade-oﬀs between the   metrics was
found for each group, i.e. eﬃcient frontier. Aer selecting the optimal point on the
Pareto frontier the sensors were linearly weighted according to the point’s underlying
asset/sensor allocations. ese sensor portfolios represented higher quality linear
models of a single target asset. e ﬁnal step in creation of a network model for the
target asset was to apply bootstrap aggregating to portfolio sensors. is process
resulted in   network relationship for each target asset.
e method is repeated with each asset selected to be the target asset creating  
network relationships. Each of these models is expected to represent a long-term
trend which mean-reverts to a constant value of  .
Aer the network models are created for all target assets, the next challenge is
measuring their validity. As there is no market in which dependencies are entirely
known, nor asset price construction fully understood, the accuracy of any long-run
relationships can not be directly assessed. Furthermore the iterative and incremental
process used in the network relationships’ creation does not lend itself to establishing
statistical signiﬁcance. Instead, the value of network models is evaluated through
multiple applications.
76Computer science is no more about computers than as-
tronomy is about telescopes.
- Edsger Dijkstra
4
Sensor Creation: Layer 1
4.1 A
T    aims to construct a collection of weak learners
containing small amounts of information relating to the interactions of a single
selected asset with the remainder of the market. e method utilized to create these
weak learners is outlined in the next section. e chapter aims to:
1. Create a collection of weak learners
2. Test the learners for valuable information content in an artiﬁcial market
77Figure 4.1.1: Sensor Creation: Level Flowchart
4.2 M
e sensor creation layer initializes a large number of models of a single target asset
selected from the market. ese models are created by aempting to reconstruct the
target asset using a small subset of other assets. Performing the process thousands of
times with a unique subsets of regressor assets yields thousands of low quality models.
e approach selected for reconstructing target assets was multiple regression.
Given that each model is low in statistical quality they are renamed ‘sensors’. e
distinction is made to illustrate that no decisions should be made on the sensors in
this basic form. Despite the sensors’ low quality, it is expected for each sensor to
contain a small amount of information about the underlying target asset.
Furthermore, this information is expected to remain accurate out-of-sample.
Each sensor, i.e. linear model, is expected to contain information relating to the
target asset’s movements. is expectation is made possible due to assumptions
relating to the pricing of assets. It is assumed:
781. Market externalities, i.e. factors, impact asset prices
2. Some assets share dependencies on market factors
3. Assets in a common market sectors are more likely to share dependencies on
factors
4. Asset external dependencies change slowly
ese assumptions are critical to the underpinnings of the proposed process.
Market externalities are hereaer referred to as ‘factors’. Assuming that factors
impact asset prices and multiple assets can share factor dependencies creates
possibilities for modeling inter-asset relationships. Speciﬁcally, it enables
approximating   asset using a combination of other assets. If a linear combination of
assets’ factor dependencies closely approximate a target asset’s dependencies then
price movements aributable to their factor dependencies are also expected to be
approximately equal. Furthermore, if asset dependencies change slowly the
discovered relationship should hold out-of-sample. Independently, the sensors do not
contain suﬃcient information to generate meaningful out-of-sample value. However,
a large number of sensors combined into a single model may contain suﬃcient
information to create out-of-sample value.
Information can be extracted from sensors through knowledge of the linear
relationships and regressor assets contained within. It is not an aim of the sensor
creation layer to leverage this information into a useful output. e sensor creation
process intends to explore the dataset. It is initially validated by creating an average
model and applying it in an artiﬁcial market.
e sensor creation layer is responsible for ‘extracting’ noisy associations among
subsets of assets in the market. e remainder of the network model creation process
is designed around compiling these associations into a meaningful model.
4.2.1 N
e table below deﬁnes all variables and parameters used throughout the sensor
creation layer. e notation was kept identical to previous descriptions in pseudo
code. e relevant values from chapter   with new additions for the artiﬁcial market
are listed below.
79Variable Description Sample Value
  Number of assets in data set 100
  Matrix of daily close prices Matrix [N by L]
  Number of observations/period per asset 252
  Index of target asset C Time-Series
  Table of sensors Table [w by N+1]
  Constant term 7.84
  Number of regressors per sensor 10
  Number of sensors per target asset 5000
ϕ Weight applied to each regressor in a sensor 0.18
  Number of factors per asset 15
  Length of training data 252
  Number of artiﬁcial factors 70
4.2.2 P
Pseudo code identical to the exert from Chapter 3 can be found in algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Network Model: Sensor Creation
procedure CS
s   Number of regressors per sensor
w   Number of sensors per target asset
N   Number of assets in data set
L   Number of observations/periods per asset
C   Matrix of Daily Close Prices [N by L]
T   Index of target asset in C
X   Table of sensors
top:
     
for         w do
                       
remove   from                
             randomly select   values from                
                     
                                 
                  append vector of   of length   to                
                regress                 on             
append               to  
80e sensor creation layer begins with a matrix of common stocks’ close levels. Each
asset is select in turn to be the ‘target asset’ or ‘target’. All sensors for a selected
target are created before the target is iterated to the next asset. Every sensor is a
linear model equating the target time-series with a ﬁxed number,  , of regressor assets
and a constant.
Each of the assets time-series selected to be one of the   regressors is randomly
selected, without replacement, from the pool of all   assets excluding the current
target. e regressors and a column vector of ones to allow for a constant term are
entered into the multiple regression equation.
e output sensors are stored in a table,  , where each row represents a sensor.
is output takes the form of table 4.2.1.
Table 4.2.1 Sensor Creation: Multiple Sensors
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
0.24 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.67 41.05
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.46 -0.18 0.00 0.11 11.77
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.28 -0.23 -0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.97
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.25 0.00 0.29 -0.24 50.30
0.05 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.18 0.00 -0.19 0.13 0.00 58.78
e table contains a column for each asset in the dataset along with one extra
column for a constant term. Every row represents a single sensor. Each ϕ corresponds
to the regressed weight for the randomly selected subset of potential regressors. For
example, the ﬁrst row of table 4.2.1 would be represented by the following equation:
         1        2        6        7        10           ϵ (4.1)
Where:
 i   the  th regressor or asset time series in a network relationship
4.2.3 D
e reason each sensor is expected to yield information about market associations
relates to the assumptions made at the beginning of the chapter. We assumed that
markets are at least partially priced through changes in external factors. Moreover,
dependencies on some of these factors are shared among assets. Resultantly, it may be
81possible to approximate a single asset, i.e. the target asset, through a combination of
other assets, i.e. the regressors.
e random sampling of assets to be used as regressors applies similar logic. Since
we assume assets are dependent on external factors, every unique combination of
regressors presents a new combination of external factor dependencies. e ability to
determine a target asset’s dependencies on factors is limited. e problem would be
much simpler if the factors could be observed directly. Instead, we aempt to
approximate the target asset’s dependencies by iteratively creating weighted
combinations other assets. In the long-term the aim is to create a single linear model
for each target asset composed of all other assets in the market. If the ﬁnal
combination of other market assets suﬃciently approximates the external
dependencies of the target asset then the model should hold out-of-sample.
Residual diagnostics for sensors need not be as robust as typical regression. In
particular it is not necessary to ensure that residuals are not autocorrelated. e
relationships being sought are long-run in nature. For residuals to lack
autocorrelation the market would need to mean-revert to sensors’ expectations more
frequently than every day. Given each cointegration equation’s use as a weak learner
it was determined that removal of poorly speciﬁed models was not necessary. Since
these sensors are intended as weak learners, no statistical testing of residual values or
cointegrating equation signiﬁcance took place. Furthermore, ﬁltering the sensors may
limit the model’s ability to detect available information from weakly relevant assets.
In summary, the task is to approximate   unknown target asset with a large
selection of other unknowns. e sensor creation layer provides a method of
increasing the number of scenarios available for a user to probe the target asset. Due
to the opaque nature of ﬁnancial markets it proves diﬃcult to validate the
intermediary step quantitatively. To address this issue, an artiﬁcial market was
created.
4.3 V
e ability to validate of the sensor creation layer is limited for   reasons. First, the
model is incomplete. Testing an intermediary step does not allow validation of the
ﬁnal ‘output’ or network relationship. Second, there is no correct solution to compare
an output to.
Testing of an intermediary step is made possible averaging all sensors for a target
82asset to create an temporary, and noisy, network relationship to work from. While
this approach does not create network relationships as robust as the proposed method
it is suﬃcient to show predictability in certain circumstances.
e absence of a correct solution for comparison eliminates the option of direct
assessment of quality. To compensate, the sensors are evaluated by generating
expectations in diﬀerent applications. e output from each application can be
compared to expected output allowing for indirect validation of the sensors’
information contents.
4.3.1 A M
F
e purpose of the artiﬁcial market validation is to demonstrate that the sensor
creation layer extracts meaningful information relating to market dynamics when the
assumptions made about asset pricing are known to be correct.
e artiﬁcial market was designed as a collection of assets generated from a pool of
random market factors. Each asset was dependent on a small subset of factors. is
created an environment where crucial assumptions made about asset pricing were
guaranteed and quantiﬁable. ose assumptions were:
1. Market externalities, i.e. factors, impact asset prices
2. Some assets share dependencies on market factors
3. Assets in a common market sectors are more likely to share dependencies on
factors
4. Asset external dependencies change slowly
In this case, asset external dependencies do not change. Once an asset’s
dependencies were set, they remained constant. e artiﬁcial market did not contain
any clustered market sectors.
A total of    factors were created. ese factors were       series as in equation
2.13. Each asset in the artiﬁcial market was deﬁned as a linear combination of   
randomly selected factors with constants and Gaussian noise. e weight vector
applied to factors consisted of positive random weights with unit length. Constant
83Figure 4.3.1: Artificial Market: Factors
terms were uniformly random between    and    . e factors are visible in ﬁgure
4.3.1.
      assets were constructed from the 70 factors. Assets were composed of   
randomly selected factors to create a diverse and economy where all assets are not
positively correlated. ose factors were assigned a normalized random vector of
positive weights. Gaussian noise was introduced with mean of   and variance of    .
Pseudo-code applied to create artiﬁcial assets can be seen in algorithm 11.
E F C
With the artiﬁcial market created, the approach outlined in algorithm 10 could be
applied. e beneﬁt to testing the algorithm in an artiﬁcial market is that the factor
composition of all assets is known. is means it is possible to determine if the factor
composition of the asset being modelled, and the model align. if the model is expected
to generate any out-of-sample predictability this is a requirement. If the factor
composition of the model and the target asset do not align then the algorithm was not
capable of identifying meaningful structure among assets. e relevant parameters to
84Figure 4.3.2: Artificial Market: Assets
Algorithm 11 Artiﬁcial Market: Asset Creation
procedure CAA
N   Number of assets in data set
n   Number of factors
L   Number of observations/periods per asset
C   Matrix of Simulated Close Prices [N by L]
F   Matrix of factor values [n by L]
z   Number of factors per asset
top:
        
       
      
for           do
                     
                      randomly select   values from             
                                               
     uniformly random values of between   and     of length  
                 Normalize weights
           randomly select values between    and    
        values from Guassian distribution with mean   and variance    
                                                                
append                 to  
85Table 4.3.1 Parameters required for creating sensors in the artiﬁcial market
Parameter Value
s 8
w 5000
l 252
execute algorithm 10 on the artiﬁcial market data are listed in table 4.3.1
As the process was applied purely for demonstrative purposes, asset   was
arbitrarily chosen as the target asset for modelling. In order to construct a single
model from the      sensors the bootstrap aggregating approach outlined in chapter
  was used. e process is reiterated in algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12 Sensor Creation: Bootstrap Sensor Processing
procedure B A
X   Table of sensors
w   Number of sensors per target asset
top:
                       sum columns of     
Aer realizing a single network relationship for asset   the factor dependencies of
the asset and the model’s estimation of the asset or ‘aggregate asset’ could be
compared. e best estimate of asset  ’s factors is found in ﬁgure 4.3.3.
It was found that the Aggregate asset’s composition was similar to asset  ’s
composition with a cosine angle similarity metric between asset  ’s composition and
the aggregate of      . is value becomes the benchmark to exceed in later layers of
the network model when applying sensor processing techniques.
Since cointegrating network relationship is robust to linear changes in levels,
constant terms could be ignored. For the same reason, it was acceptable to divide the
result through by a constant,i.e. linearly scale, to create similarity in levels between
target asset   and the simulated ‘aggregate asset’. e plot of asset   and the
aggregate asset oﬀset by    value units is presented in ﬁgure 4.3.4.
e curves visually track which further suggests that the model’s estimation is
valuable. Note that values aer period     were out-of-sample. To assess a possible
application of the model, asset   and its aggregated sensor counterpart could be used
in the simple pairs trading strategy outlined in chapter  .
86Figure 4.3.3: Artificial Market: % Weight by Asset and Factor via Sampling
87Figure 4.3.4: Artificial Market: Close Price Asset 1 and Aggregate Asset
P T A
us far, the emphasis in the sensor creation layer was applied to the problem of
estimating a vector of known factors contributing to each artiﬁcially constructed
asset. While useful for validating the model under controlled circumstances it is also
possible to validate that the model has identiﬁed meaningful structure when
underlying factors composing assets are not known.
As in the background chapter, a pairs trading strategy was applied. If a trading
strategy yielded out-of-sample proﬁts then the expectation that the network
relationship is a meaningful representation of long-run market dynamics is
supported. Figure 4.3.5 is the equivalent output to ﬁgure 2.2.4.
Ploing the out-of-sample proﬁtability of the simple pairs trading strategy where
proﬁts/losses for the aggregate and asset   are tracked separately and jointly returns
ﬁgure 4.3.6.
e pairs trading strategy shows consistent return from asset   with a Sharpe ratio
of        and consistent losses for the aggregate asset with a Sharpe of        . e
more relevant metric is the portfolio of both aggregate and asset  . e ratio for this
combination was       . Despite the negative returns of the aggregate asset, these
values suﬃciently hedged asset  ’s returns such that Sharpe ratio of the portfolio was
88Figure 4.3.5: Artificial Market: Asset 1 Close Price, Signal and Profit
89largest. is behaviour was in line with expectations for a valid pairs trading set.
Figure 4.3.6: Artificial Market: Asset and Portfolio Profit Curves
Although we were able to directly observe that the network relationship’s
estimation of an artiﬁcial asset contained signiﬁcant information about its
composition, the pairs trading approach similarly conﬁrmed the model’s
out-of-sample validity without requiring knowledge of asset’s compositions. is
makes the algorithmic trading approach a valuable test when applying the network
model to real ﬁnancial markets.
4.4 D
In a transparent market where factors contributing to the construction of assets were
linear, constant, and known, the proposed sensor creation layer eﬀectively uncovered
information relating to inter-asset associations resulting from shared pricing factors.
e process of iteratively sampling randomly selected assets from the market as
regressors in linear models was shown to be a suﬃcient tool to estimate a noisy
sensors.
e sensor aggregation technique applied to generate network relationships and
90‘aggregate assets’ was bootstrap aggregating. e simplicity of the approach allowed
for rapidly implementation to determine if the ﬁrst layer of the network model had
identiﬁed structure among assets. One of the shortcomings of the simple aggregation
technique was apparent in ﬁgure 4.3.3. Note that every factor which received an
allocation greater than 10% was consistently underestimated by the network
relationship. e underestimation resulted the aggregation methods inability to
distinguish among sensor quality and recombine them accordingly to most accurately
estimate the target asset.
Addressing this shortcoming is the basis for both the sensor evaluation and sensor
processing layers.
91People are seduced by signals from the world, but that
is manipulation, not reality. Computers have learned
more about us than we’ve learned about them.
- Douglas Rushkoﬀ
5
Sensor Evaluation: Layer 2
5.1 A
e sensor creation layer ends with the production of an arbitrarily large number of
low quality sensors containing small amounts of information about asset
inter-relationships. e sensor evaluation layer aims to evaluate the usefulness, and
information overlap, of those sensors.
As discussed previously, there is no convenient method to conﬁrm or refute the
validity of the inter-asset relationships implied by sensor weights. erefore, to
determine if the sensors are identifying meaningful structure among assets they must
be applied to a problem. In this case the sensors’ expectations are collected under
varying market conditions and these expectations are compared to actual outcomes.
Each sensor is expected to contain a small amount of information relating to
inter-asset relationships as a proxy for mutually shared dependence on external
market factors. Given the possibility that the average identiﬁed structure is not
necessarily most representative of the modelled asset, a mechanism for comparing the
diversity of information content for sensor was needed.
e only criterion sensors were evaluated on was if identiﬁable in-sample structure
92could be found between their predictions and market realities. is approach is
applied to identify information content, not create any expectation as to
out-of-sample value.
Figure 5.1.1: Sensor Evaluation: Level Flowchart
5.2 M
A quantitative approach to comparing sensor predictions to market realities was
required. e selected method was determining each sensors’ proﬁtability when
applying a simple in-sample trading strategy on their expectations. is method was
selected for   reasons:
1. Accessible
2. Minimal Data Requirements
3. Parameterless
4. Continuity
93e simulated algorithmic trading approach to determining if sensors are
identifying structure is accessible because it was already introduced in the sensor
creation chapter. Furthermore, it results in a straightforward proﬁtability curve and
associated Sharpe ratio. Several simpliﬁcations were made to eliminate the need for
external data or additional parameters. is was achieved by ignoring intra-day
eﬀects, liquidity, slippage and allowing a decimalized lot size¹ without penalty.
e use of simulated algorithmic trading as a validation of the network model’s
intermediary steps is a recurring theme in the frameworks creation. is allows for a
common language throughout the work and provides a natural progression towards
one of the upcoming comprehensive validations.
5.2.1 N
Variable Description Sample Value
  a constant term 7.84
ϵ Error of the model Time-Series
  Number of assets in data set 100
  Number of observations/period per asset 252
  Number of sensors per target asset 5000
  Matrix of Daily Close Prices N by L matrix
  Index of target asset C Time-Series
  Table of sensors Table [w by N+1]
    Vector of normalized sensors signals/residuals Vector
  Covariance matrix of sensor expected information content Matrix [w by w]
    Vector of sensor cumulative returns of length w Vector [1 by w]
5.2.2 P
e sensor evaluation layer accepts the sensor table, X, from the sensor creation layer
and produces in-sample expected returns and covariances of their information
content. ese values are then leveraged in the sensor processing layer to aggregate
sensors to create out-of-sample predictability in excess of the simple bootstrap
aggregating approach previously discussed. Pseudo code identical to the exert in
Chapter 3 can be found below.
¹Portions of shares may be traded
94Algorithm 13 Network Model: Sensor Evaluation
procedure ES
w   Number of sensors per target asset
N   Number of assets in data set
L   Number of observations/period per asset
C   Daily close data matrix [N by L]
T   Index of target asset
X   Table of sensors
R   Matrix of in-sample sensor returns series [w by L-1]
      Vector of normalized sensor signals/residuals
      Vector of sensor cumulative returns of length w
    Covariance matrix of sensor expected information content [w by w]
top:
     
for           do
               
                     
                                     
         max        Residuals normalized to bound -1 to 1
         period diﬀerence of             
       period diﬀerence of               Daily return from trading
         sum      Cumulative return from frictionless trading
          
for           do
    Covariances among rows in     Covariance of sensor returns
e sensor evaluation layer begins by selecting an asset to be modelled, or target
asset, T. In the given example the selected asset is Asset 1, i.e. the asset indexed at row
  in the matrix of close prices, C. e process then multiplies the table of sensors for
the target asset with the in-sample daily close matrix of asset prices. e result,  ,
represents the error term of the sensor’s cointegration equation.
e error term is the most critical component in the algorithmic trading evaluation
because it is the source of future asset price movements expectations. Each sensor’s
cointegration equation was expected, by deﬁnition, to represent a mean-reverting
relationship. erefore, when the error term in the equation is large and positive, the
95target asset’s price is expected to increase to bring the relationship back into
alignment. Conversely, when the error term is large and negative, the target asset’s
price is expected to increase. is makes the error term a ‘signal’ for trading decisions.
e   term is viewed as a ‘raw’ signal because it is has no upper or lower bound.
Normalizing the values in the time-series results in    , a signal bound between   and
  . is is achieved by dividing the time series by the largest magnitude error term
during the in-sample data.
Multiplying the   period diﬀerence of the signal with the   period diﬀerences of the
target asset, i.e. changes in signal with returns of target asset, creates a daily return
from holding the signalled portion of each asset at each time instance. Summing this
time series returns     or the cumulative sum of returns from frictionless trading.
Trading frictions were not included in the sensor evaluation layer because the aim
was to identify and discriminate among structure in various sensors. e method’s
similarity to a trading strategy is not relevant and adding frictions could corrupt the
of evaluation metrics.
e   outputs passed forward to the sensor processing layer are   and    
representing the covariance among sensors information content and expected returns
from trading. e model was trained and tested on the same data set so it is known
that the information content and expected returns are both overstated. It was
expected that the relative levels of covariance among the information content would
hold along with the relative levels of expected returns.
5.3 V
e sensor evaluation layer does not yield outputs which can be validated. In essence
the validation of the sensor evaluation layer occurs during the sensor processing
layer. e following validation applies the algorithmic trading component of the
sensor evaluation layer to illustrate certain aspects of the outputs. is also provides
an opportunity to test the incomplete framework on a real market data to determine if
the intermediate stage detects structure, and out-of-sample predictability in the same
way as the artiﬁcial market. As outlined in algorithm 13, the validation compares
predictions made possible by the sensors to market realities and reviewing
discrepancies. e comparison is straightforward as the predictions indicated by
sensors lead directly to trading decisions. e sensors’ ability to discover meaningful
long-run trends in inter-asset dynamics is evaluated by observing the out-of-sample
96proﬁtability of their implied trading decisions.
D
e data utilized in the unhedged market intermediary validation were the 100
common stocks highlighted in ﬁgure 5.3.1. e remaining     drawn from the S&P
    index meeting the criteria outlined in chapter   are also shown and were used in
later chapters. A shortened backtesting period was selected for the validation
encompassing January      to March of     . e data set was limited to this range
to avoid potentially compounding a data snooping eﬀect which could bias later tests.
e data frequencies were daily with prices captured at market close.
S A T
While all     assets were allowed as potential regressors in the sensors, only the
highlighted     assets were accepted as target assets. As in the artiﬁcial market,
random selections of the global     assets were regressed onto each of the     target
assets resulting in a table of sensors. As described in algorithm 13, the table of sensors
enabled computation of an in-sample trading signals. e ﬁnal trading signal for each
sensor contained no future data and was expected to have value out-of-sample.
Averaging the signals, i.e. bootstrap aggregating, led to the out-of-sample traded
signal for each target asset.
In the artiﬁcial market,   target asset was observed and extensively analysed. In the
coming example, a more global approach was demonstrated. e described process
was performed on each of the     listed target assets. Outcomes for all assets are
outlined aiming to identify any recurring trends and eliminate a possible source of
selection bias e.g. selecting an asset which performs as expected.
Predictability, i.e. simulated proﬁtability, was measured in dollar units and Sharpe
ratios where a normalized signal of   creates a $  investment in the relevant target
asset. Simulated asset holdings and proﬁts/losses were realigned daily according to
the sensors’ signals.
is scheme measures returns by changes in the portfolio’s value as opposed to
realized cash gains i.e. mark-to-market. Using the portfolio value as returns grants
clarity to the overall performance at each time instance. Ploing the cumulative sum
of each asset’s returns created the proﬁt curves found in ﬁgure 5.3.2.
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99e individual simulated proﬁt curves for selected assets do not directly show a
clear tendency for sensor predictability/proﬁt. ere are instances of immediate and
consistent proﬁts and losses in various assets. Review of the cumulative portfolio
proﬁt curve was a more decisive. e simulated strategy generated $9.78 of
proﬁtability over the evaluation period. e exact value of performance is not
relevant beyond that it is consistent and upward trending. is consistent positive
trend was reaﬃrmed by the simulated strategies Sharpe ratio of     .
Using the least sophisticated of signal processing technique, i.e. averaging,    
assets, and no consideration for market neutrality, the results indicate that sensors
identiﬁed structure among assets.
5.4 D
Results from simulating out-of-sample trading decisions based on a simple average of
sensors’ signals showed that sensors’ expectations contained some degree of
information relating to future market movements. is was demonstrated by the
positive and consistent simulated proﬁtability when combining returns from all assets.
e positive simulated proﬁtability does not imply that the trading strategy is valid
for real world use. e predictability only determines that sensor creation layer
generated sensors identifying some degree of long-term (out-of-sample) structure
among assets. is validation supports the hypothesis and several assumptions
necessary to the frameworks structure. Speciﬁcally:
1. Market externalities impact price
2. Assets share dependencies of market externalities
3. Asset external dependencies change slowly
ese assumptions can not be proven outright. Notwithstanding, the results from
sensor evaluation align with expectations in the paradigm where external factors may
be shared and have a meaningful impact on asset pricing.
e approach to constructing an overall model, a trading signal in this case, of
inter-asset relationships by averaging sensor models is ﬂawed. inking in terms of
the shared market factor pricing framework this method introduces a bias. ere is
no way of determining the overall distribution of factor reliance among assets in the
100market. For this reason, it is likely that a simple average would overstate the relative
importance of a shared factors that are relevant to many assets. In practical terms this
could mean an asset heavily reliant an obscure factor, e.g. availability of ceramic,
would be understated relative to a more globally relevant factor, e.g. the LIBOR rate.
e ﬁnal outputs of the sensor evaluation layer are sensor information content,
estimated by in-sample predictability, and overlap in information content, estimated
by a covariance matrix of in-sample predictability. ese metrics are passed forward
to the sensor processing layer to improve the issue of common factors being
overstated in each network relationship.
It is expected that trading the simulated portfolio based purely on average sensor
signal appeared so predictable was partially because signals were somewhat naturally
self-hedging. Assuming the number of buy and sell signals in the portfolio tended to
be equal the strategy would remain roughly cash neutral. While cash neutrality was
in no way relevant to the algorithms predictability in the market, it may aid in
insulating the portfolio from overall market movements. In other words, if the
sub-portfolios of long and short positions both tended to mirror global market
movements, the portfolio as a whole would have naturally emergent considerations
for market neutrality.
e sensor evaluation layer has shown that sensors identiﬁed meaningful structure
pertaining to inter-asset relationships. e simplistic approach to creating a single
model/signal for each target asset was functional. It was believed that post-processing
the signals could allow identiﬁcation of over/under represented market factors and
enable increasing/decreasing their impact respectively. One approach to improving
the overall model of assets is developed in the sensor processing layer of the market
modelling framework.
5.5 I
Implementing the network model with a large numbers of assets and/or sensors
rapidly becomes computationally infeasible. For best results, each asset in the data set
is modelled by thousands of sensors, every   of which is computationally demanding.
e computational requirements are similarly impacted by parametrization. For
example, increasing the number of regressors per sensor, sensors per asset, or the
training data period all magnify resource requirements.
e nature of the framework does allow for a notable amount of parallelism. e
101sensor creation layer has a duality of parallelism in that for a single asset, all sensors
may be computed independently and all code for each asset may be run
asynchronously. Both constructs fall into the classiﬁcation of single instruction
multiple data or SIMD.
D
e discussed framework was most tractable to equities markets. Knowing this, the
ﬁrst decision was from which exchange to draw target common stocks. e New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) was the clear front-runner with the largest market
capitalization compared to its counterparts. e S&P     index was selected as the
benchmark for comparison.
Drawing from the S&P    , all available equity close prices were selected over the
range from January  rd,      to January  th,     . ese dates also represent the ﬁrst
trading day in      and the date of download in     . is period encompassed the
growth period from            , the ﬁnancial recession in     , and partial recovery
through     . e aim of using such a diverse data set was to determine if the
modelling framework performed diﬀerently under varying market states. All data
was drawn from Google Finance² for historic common stock prices. Following the
selection, data were ﬁltered to include only assets which contained no sparsity over
the selected date range. All data were sampled at daily frequency.
Upon ﬁltering, there were     remaining assets. Filtering data on suﬃcient history
eliminates companies which fail over the evaluation period. is form of snooping on
future data is known as a survivorship bias[15] and can make algorithms appear more
predictable than they are. While it would be possible to leave failing instruments in
the pool, doing so would further increase the computational requirements. For this
reason, they were omied. e ticker symbols of the remaining     common stocks
can be found in ﬁgure 5.3.1.
C
e proposed network model of markets is computationally expensive. In the
artiﬁcial market validation from the previous chapter solving the global model for a
single target asset involved       sensors each with   regressors and a constant. Each
sensor required simultaneously solving a system of equations which, on its own, is a
²A Google Inc web service providing business/ﬁnancial news and ﬁnancial instrument data
102CPU cycle intensive task. For this reason, the usual statistical packages and
programming languages associated with statistical tasks such as EViews³, Microso
Excel⁴, R⁵, and MATLAB⁶ were all infeasible.
e goal of the selected approach was to maximize execution speed. e highly
parallel nature of the process suggested that the implementation would take
advantage of the single instruction multiple data paradigm present at each stage of
analysis. General purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU) computing is intended
precisely for this purpose.
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), initially designed for graphics rasterisation, are
increasingly receiving aention in the scientiﬁc computing community. is interest
spurs from the massive raw compute capabilities associated with GPUs’ highly
parallel architecture. e subsequent advent of general purpose GPU computing
languages such as Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA) and Open Compute
Language (OpenCL) have made GPU acceleration of computationally expensive
parallel algorithms an option. General purpose GPU programming remains in its
infancy. Given this is the target hardware for the proposed algorithms we ﬁrst discuss
the internal architecture and limitations of the GPU.
Our discussion of GPUs is limited to the nVidia Kepler architecture present on the
nVidia GeForce     Ti⁷ utilized for processing. e maximum programming
capability of the     Ti is outlined by CUDA  ⁸. e     Ti contains   streaming
multiprocessors (SMXs), each of which houses     CUDA cores leading to a total
number of       CUDA cores. Each of these computational units is clocked to    
MHz. e host system for this device contained an quad-core Intel i  processor
clocked at      GHz. Although the comparison is meaningless for all but perfectly
parallel and data-less tasks, the GPU’s combined computational power of        
GHz versus the CPU’s      GHz hints at the potential for speed-ups in scientiﬁc
computing.
Each of the   SMXs is physically isolated on chip which prevents their cooperation.
Within each SMX however, the user may assign individual cores to programmatic
³Statistical modelling and simulation application
⁴An interactive virtual spreadsheet application with built in Visual Basic interpreter interoperability
⁵An open source programming language designed for statistical computing
⁶A closed source programming language and environment specializing in numerical computation
and visualization
⁷Upper-mid consumer grade graphics card
⁸2012 release of nVidia’s GPU programming model
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constructs known as blocks. Within a block all continuous execution units are known
as threads. Every thread within a block has the potential for group cooperation
through high speed shared memory and thread synchronization with slight overhead.
Synchronizing among blocks both on and oﬀ the same SMX incurs signiﬁcant
overhead and is not directly supported. ere are several notable limitations when
allocating blocks of threads to perform work. As of CUDA  , no block may contain
more than      threads. Also, all tasks are issued in    thread increments known as
Warps.
Best practices for GPU computing do deviate from those of CPU computing. Most
signiﬁcant of these is the need to avoid logical statements in favor of launching
additional threads. Launching threads requires lile overhead in comparison to the
equivalent CPU task. It is common practice to launch a series of threads for the sole
purpose of performing one time tasks as trivial as summing a vector. is approach
nearly always preferable to logical operations or loops which are relatively slow. e
memory layout present on GPUs also leads to some considerations which violate CPU
standard practices.
From CPU memory, data can be pushed to global, constant and texture memory all
of which are located on the GPU. e speed of this transaction can be limited by
104either the card’s memory bus or the host system motherboard PCI-E port. e
maximum speeds of PCI-E versions  ,  , and  , are  ,  , and    GB/s respectively for
  -lane slots.
reads within blocks have access to   memory types all with unique properties.
Global memory or DRAM is the largest bank with   GB on the     Ti. e current
maximum amount of global memory on any consumer grade nVidia GPU is   GB.
Global memory is located oﬀ chip and resultantly has the highest access latency of
any memory type. Registers, in contrast, have thread scope and are limited to   
  -bit registers per thread. A further limitation on registers is that access locations
must be available at compile time. It is not possible to variably access register
addressable memory. For this reason, and to provide spillover for over addressed
registers, local memory exists as a programmatic construct. Local memory is simply
global memory with thread scope. A more interesting option for many of the
proposed framework’s purposes is shared memory. Shared memory has block scope
but is limited to    KB. Block scope enables all allocated threads in the block to
interact and synchronize while performing tasks located in this high speed section.
is opens the possibility for utilizing all       cores to perform fewer than      
independently parellelizable tasks without incurring signiﬁcant reductions in realized
performance. e access latency diﬀerence between shared and register memory vs
global and local memory is on the order of     times. Finally, constant and texture
memory are unused in implementation and are omied from the section.
e GPU architecture was extremely well suited to accelerating the sensor creation
layer. To exploit the GPU a block parallel structure was adopted. Given the knowledge
that     trading days was the training data length and the number of regressors was
not to exceed    in any tests,    KB available in block shared memory was suﬃcient
to house the necessary data for any single sensor. Once data was eﬀectively pushed to
the GPU an estimation of the population parameters minimizing square errors with
Gaussian residuals was computed with the aid of the cuBLAS⁹ library. e sensor data
was then routed back to the local system’s hard drive (HDD) for further analysis.
⁹NVIDIA supported CUDA accelerated linear algebra library.
105One of the funny things about the stock market is that
every time one person buys, another sells, and both
think they are astute.
- William Feather
6
Sensor Processing: Layer 3
6.1 A
T    introduces a technique aiming to alleviate several
outlined shortcomings in the existing approach to modelling ﬁnancial markets. e
previously demonstrated approach to modelling an asset consists of creating
thousands of sensors and then averaging these sensors together to create a aggregate
model. Given the linear model approach to generating the noisy sensor observations
there were several known concerning features.
e sensor evaluation layer showed that sensors are capable of identifying
meaningful structure pertaining to inter-asset relationships. e simple approach to
creating a single model for each target asset was able to generate measurable
out-of-sample predictability. It was believed that post-processing the sensors could
allow identiﬁcation of over/under represented market factors and enable
decreasing/increasing their impact respectively. One option for improving the overall
model of assets is developed in the sensor processing layer of the modelling
framework.
106e most notable issue associated with averaging sensor models we aempt to
overcome is the known misrepresentation of each asset’s factor composition. Since
regressors in sensors are randomly selected from the pool of all assets, if certain
factors are over-represented in data set, they are likely to be over-represented in
sensors. e signal processing layer aims to analyse sensors and combine them in a
way that improves accuracy of assets’ factor compositions.
Figure 6.1.1: Sensor Processing: Level Flowchart
6.2 M
In this chapter we identify an alternate method for recombining sensors to produce
more accurate models of asset inter-relationships and factor compositions. In short,
mean-variance analysis (MVA) is the technique used to distinguish if structure
identiﬁed by sensors is shared or unique. From this information it is trivial to
construct a ‘portfolio’ of sensors which are expected to be a superior representation of
107assets’ inter-relationships and factor compositions when compared to a simple
average.
While MVA is typically associated with portfolio optimisation, it is also a useful
signal processing tool. MVA provides a mechanism to diversify the origin of identiﬁed
structure among sensors. Applying this technique to sensors identiﬁes a weighted
combination of sensors which more accurately represents an asset’s interrelationships
and factor composition. e speciﬁc aspects of MVA required for the signal
processing technique are presented in the remainder of the section. More general
information is available in chapter 2.
6.2.1 N
Variable Description Sample Value
  Number of assets in data set 100
  Covariance matrix of sensor expected information content Matrix [w by w]
    Vector of sensor cumulative returns of length w Vector [1 by w]
  Number of sensors per sensor portfolio 20
  Number of sensors per target asset 5000
6.2.2 P
Mean-variance analysis is discussed at length in the background and literature review
chapter. e two properties necessary for MVA are, a series of historic returns which
takes the place of expected returns, and the covariances among those returns. e
sensor evaluation layer ended with the creation of a   matrix and     vector. ese
variables contain the matrix of all sensor’s return series covariances and their
expected returns respectively.
e goal of the process is to recombine sets of sensors into sensor portfolios which
diversify the source of information content while maintaining an eﬃciently predictive
model. Diversifying the source of information content allows frequently identiﬁed
structure to be reduced in weight and information which is infrequently identiﬁed,
but equally predictive, to be overweighted. e process aimed to more accurately
represent the underlying factor compositions of assets thereby improving the model.
Algorithm 14 ﬁrst splits sensors into equally sized groups deﬁned by  . It then
computes the mean-variance optimal recombination weights for the subset of sensors
given the relevant excerpts of variables from the sensor evaluation layer. e selected
108point of recombination was the weights of the point of tangency of a line drawn from
the expected risk-free rate, 0.00% in this case, and its single point of contact with the
eﬃcient frontier. is point is also the portfolio with the highest expected Sharpe
ratio.
Algorithm 14 Network Model: Sensor Processing
procedure SP
N   number of assets in data set
    number of sensors per sensor portfolio
    covariance of returns for sensors    by   
      returns for sensors    by   
w   Number of sensors per target asset
           Table containing sensor portfolios      by       
top:
      
for             do
                            
                        Excerpt of   for sensors in current portfolio
                     Excerpt of     for sensors in the current portfolio
       vector of   of size  
                   1                 ′            1           
                      ′           
                       sum columns of         
Aer the number of sensors per portfolio,  , is deﬁned, the main loop divides the
total number of sensors for a single target asset,  , into even groups. For
convenience,   should be set such that it is evenly divisible by the desired  . e
relevant excerpts of the covariance matrix,  , and expected returns,    , are then
extracted. e mean-variance optimal weights can then be computed from the
extracts and applied to the sensor’s weights in the table of sensors,  . is results in
an intermediary variable table of portfolio sensors.
e aggregation of portfolio sensors utilizes bootstrap aggregating as previously
deﬁned. e values in each sensor portfolio created for a single target asset are
averaged resulting in   network relationship. Every network relationship represents
the ﬁnal output from the entire process. e network model is a collection of all
network relationships,   per asset, each of which describes a long run relationship
among assets.
1096.3 V
e mean-variance analysis approach to post-processing sensors into a network
relationship superior to a simple average is validated with two experiments. e ﬁrst
validation returns to the artiﬁcial market utilized in the sensor creation layer. e
experiment compares the aggregate model for an asset created by averaging, and
from mean-variance analysis sensor processing. Since the true composition of assets
is known in the artiﬁcial market, the accuracy of each can be determined. e laer
validation involves clustering assets according to their inter-asset dependencies and
comparing the identiﬁed nearest neighbours to intuitive expectations.
6.3.1 A M V
e artiﬁcial market validation returns to an example problem from the sensor
creation layer and aempts to improve upon the original solution using sensor
processing to create aggregate models for assets. As with the initial approach, added
value of mean-variance analysis can be observed in the artiﬁcial market.
e experiment from the artiﬁcial market validation of the sensor creation layer
was the estimation of an artiﬁcial asset’s known factor composition. e ﬁnal output
comparing the assets true factor composition compared with a simple average of
sensors’ models can be seen in ﬁgure 4.3.3. is output had an cosine angle similarity
score of      . We aim to improve this metric using the outlined sensor processing
method to construct the factor allocations for artiﬁcial asset  .
During the sensor processing layer, the number of sensors per portfolio, or  , was
set to   . Sensors were drawn from the table of sensors, X, for asset 1. Each simulated
cumulative proﬁt curve from the sensor evaluation layer is seen in ﬁgure 6.3.1. Due to
the in-sample nature of the training data, highlighted in yellow, all but one sensor
produced a positive simulated return series over the ﬁrst     periods. e model’s
predictability was degraded in the out-of-sample region where   of the sensor failed
to produce positive returns.
e covariance matrix of simulated returns among sensors in ﬁgure 6.3.2 hinted of
signiﬁcant diversity in the factors contributing to each sensor’s output. is was not a
surprising result as we had prior knowledge that each sensor contained only a small
subset of factors from a wide selection of assets. Computing the sensors’ returns,
110Figure 6.3.1: Sensor Processing: Sensors 1 to 20 Returns
Figure 6.3.2: Sensor Processing: Sensors 1 to 20 Return Correlation
111variances, and covariance matrix lead to the eﬃcient frontier of sensor recombination
weight point located in ﬁgure 6.3.3.
Figure 6.3.3: Sensor Processing: Sensors 1 to 20 Optimal Recombination
e weights for the optimal point on the eﬃcient frontier was found as described in
algorithm 14. e selection was made from the perspective of a risk adverse
individual with an optional risk-free investment returning      . e selected
recombination point was the point of tangency of a line spanning from the risk-free
asset to the eﬃcient frontier[60] and is denoted     in ﬁgure 6.3.3.
With a point on the eﬃcient frontier, the    sensors were then be multiplied by
their appropriate weights to produce a new, higher quality sensor portfolio.
Repeating the process for the remaining      available sensor models from the
artiﬁcial market experiment created a total of     sensor portfolios. e performance
of the portfolio sensors in the same evaluation as ﬁgure 6.3.1 presented in ﬁgure 6.3.4.
e simulated return series associated for the sensor portfolios were notably more
consistent and positive when compared to the individual sensors in ﬁgure 6.3.1. e
increased simulated proﬁtability was found both in and out-of-sample implying that
diversiﬁcation of information sources was possible, and the analysis improved
underlying factor allocations.
112Figure 6.3.4: Sensor Processing: MVA Optimally Recombined Sensor Returns
113e hypothesis that sensor processing could improve the estimation of factor
composition for each target asset was supported by the results. is hypothesis was
further supported by the apparent correlation among processed sensors relative to the
single observation series in ﬁgure 6.3.3. Correlation of outputs is a beneﬁcial result as
it implies that a signiﬁcant degree of identiﬁable sources of diversiﬁcation have been
eﬀectively leveraged into improved estimates of the asset’s model. Moreover, it
suggests that the sensor portfolios are ‘converging’ to similar models of the target
asset.
Despite the positive indications that mean-variance analysis had improved the
quality of output sensors, the procedure was only deemed valuable if the factors
composing each signal observation led to a more accurate representation of the target
asset when adjusted by the portfolio weights. As before, the backtracked factor
estimations were rendered in a bar chart. See ﬁgure 6.3.5.
In comparison to the equivalent bar chart in ﬁgure 4.3.3, every factor containing
more than     allocation was estimated more accurately aer sensor processing
when compared to the simple average. is demonstrates that the processing
approach is able to adjust sensor weightings to beer reﬂect underlying factor
allocations beyond a simple average. Improvements in performance were mirrored by
estimates of unused factors which tracked more closely to      aer processing. e
cosine angle score increased from       to      . ese results strongly suggests that
the sensor processing layer improved the modelled relationships.
6.3.2 N N V
e nearest neighbours validation compares aggregate models created by simple
averaging and by mean-variance analysis sensor processing. e starting point for
both begins aer the sensor creation layer has produced a table of sensors, X. An
example excerpt the from table of sensors is visible in table 6.3.1
114Figure 6.3.5: Sensor Processing: Estimated Factor Weight Allocations
115Table 6.3.1 Table of Sensors: Single Target Asset
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
0.09 -1.00 0.00 0.30 -0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 41.38
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.46 -0.18 0.00 0.11 11.77
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.28 -0.23 -0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.97
0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.25 0.00 0.29 -0.24 50.30
0.05 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.18 0.00 -0.19 0.13 0.00 58.78
From the table of sensors,  , both described processes to deﬁne network
relationships were applied. First, network relationships for assets were found by
averaging the weights of each column, i.e. bootstrap aggregating. In the example case
from the excerpt in table 6.3.1, this results in the network relationship described in
table 6.3.2.
Table 6.3.2 Network Relationship: Bootstrap Aggregating/Simple Average
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
0.03 -1.00 0.00 0.19 -0.12 -0.16 0.14 -0.07 0.08 0.00 44.84
Next, the network relationship for each asset was computed identically to the
description in algorithm 14 as well as the preceding Artiﬁcial Market Validation.
Once both aggregation techniques were performed for all assets in the dataset, each
assets’ coeﬃcients for all regressors were compared via cosine similarity. e nearest
neighbour analysis took place on the resulting similarity matrix.
I D
e primary concern sensor processing was implemented to address was that the
sensor creation layer has the potential to overstate importance of over-represented
factors. Since the factors are not directly observable the regressor asset allocations in
each target asset’s network relationship are reviewed.
Figure 6.3.6 displays the inter-asset dependencies in the simple average version for
the example asset, ExxonMobil (XOM). Note that the greatest inter-asset association
from the example asset is less than     . Furthermore, the distribution of asset
dependencies was widespread. No group of assets was notably important to the price
116Figure 6.3.6: Sensor Processing: Simple Average XOM Network Relationship
Figure 6.3.7: Sensor Processing: MVA Sensor Processed XOM Network Relationship
117level of XOM. In general terms, it was expected for network relationships to contain a
small set of assets which exhibited greater interactions representing the target asset’s
market sector. is was anticipated because of our previous assumption that assets in
similar market sectors are most impacted by the same set of abstract pricing factors.
e averaging approach to processing was incapable of aributing signiﬁcantly
above average weights to a small number of assets. is is because each regressor
asset’s weight was limited by the number of times it was randomly selected to be a
regressor. Contrastingly, the intermediate weighting of sensors during mean-variance
sensor processing (MVASP) lessened the restriction on the size of a regressors’ weight.
e inter-asset dependencies in ﬁgure 6.3.7 show that inter-asset relationships
among sensor processed models aligned more closely with expectations. e
inter-asset relationships were dominated by a small subset of assets while the
majority of other regressors remained comparatively small. e maximum allocation
to a single asset using the technique was over   times greater than the maximum
allocation when averaging.
M S
Simple average and MVASP network relationships were constructed for all     assets.
To ﬁnd an asset’s nearest neighbours these models were ﬁrst converted into a
similarity matrix. Cosine similarity among assets’ aggregate model regressor weights
was used as the measure of similarity. In other words, each regressor became a
dimension in    D space. is allowed the network relationships to be represented as
points in vector space. Cosine similarity of the points resulted with a     by    
matrix for each approach.
Once a similarity matrix was found, any asset’s M nearest neighbours were
identiﬁed by locating the M shortest distances on its row of the matrix. It was
expected that the MVASP approach would produce more intuitive results than the
simple average. rough application of multi-dimensional scaling the distances
computed in     dimensional space were projected on a   dimensional plane in
ﬁgures 6.3.8 and 6.3.9. It was not possible to view large sections of the distance map
without extensive distortion due to the large reduction in dimensionality. For this
reason Exxon Mobil (XOM) was ploed with its    nearest neighbours only.
118Figure 6.3.8: Sensor Processing: Nearest Neighbour Averaging Exxon Mobil
119Figure 6.3.9: Sensor Processing: Nearest Neighbour MVASP Exxon Mobil
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e tables located below each of the plots are descending order lists of Exxon Mobil’s
most closely associated assets. As expected, the top few positions using the averaging
technique were dominated by other oil and gas corporations. Some unexpected
results were the presence of V.F. Corp (VFC), a textile manufacturer, and the
OﬃceMax (OMX) oﬃce supplies company. While its place on the list seemed high
given the numerous other companies more similarly structured, V.F. Corp did contain
signiﬁcant interest in oil derivatives which explained the link. Excluding additional oil
and gas corporations, the remaining places were ﬁlled by various utility companies.
Given the overlap between big oil and utilities the association seemed plausible.
In summary, with the exception of   unrelated ﬁrm, the results did not explicitly
violate intuitions. In order for the MVASP method to demonstrate improvement the
asset’s nearest neighbour order needed to more accurately reﬂect market sector
expectations. In other words, it needed to rank a larger number of oil & gas
corporations higher on the nearest neighbour list to be representative of an
improvement. Another avenue for improvement was to rank OMX and VFC lower on
the list.
Reviewing the the sensor processing approach in ﬁgure 6.3.9 a greater number of
oil and gas corporations clustered at the top of the nearest neighbour list.
Additionally, both of the questionable companies, OMX and VFC, were ranked lower.
Given both results, it was clear that the MVASP approach violated expectations less
than averaging. is further supported its use when constructing network
relationships for each asset.
An unexpected negative cointegrating relation emerged between XOM and asset
numbers     and     which correspond to NTRS or Northern Trust Corporation and
ECL or Ecolabs Inc. respectively. Strong negative cointegrating relations suggest the
companies returns are exactly opposite in responses to market factors. Considering
NTRS was a ﬁnancial holding company with $   billion in assets under management
while Ecolabs supplied cleaning products, the source of these relationships was not
clear.
On further review, it was found that Exxon Mobil Corp. sued Ecolab Inc. in     
for trademark infringement [36]. A lawsuit is a example of when speculator’s
swinging expectations could cause a negative cointegration relationship between
companies. e relationship would not have been discovered through use of
121correlation. Over the sampled time period XOM and ECL returns were positively
correlated with a value of     . is provides an example of structure that associative
models of ﬁnancial markets can detect where traditional methods can not.
e negative relationship between Exxon Mobil and Northern Trust Corporation
was less clear. In March of      Exxon Mobil announced hiring Northern Trust
Global Investments, a subsidiary of Northern Trust Corporation, to manage its
deﬁned contribution plan in excess of $    Billion. Although this would have had a
direct impact on NTRS it is unclear how the relationship became negative.
6.4 D
e sensor processing chapter began with and explanation of the primary
shortcoming associated with the network model as applied in the sensor creation and
sensor evaluation chapters. e foremost concern was the model’s inability to
aribute inter-asset dependencies greater than the number of times they were
randomly selected for association in the sensors. is has the potential to skew asset’s
modelled dependencies. e source of the limitation was founded in the simple
average approach to recombining sensor data. To resolve the issue the sensors were
post-processed in the sensor evaluation layer to allow entry in mean-variance
analysis. e application of mean-variance analysis enabled variably weighted
recombination of sensors which mitigated the issue.
An example asset was observed with simple averaging and mean-variance analysis
sensor processing to demonstrate the improvement. In both validations the MVA
sensor processing was shown to improve network relationships of assets along
selected performance criteria.
e entire process described in chapters       leads to the creation of a network
relationship for a single target asset. e network relationships were expected to
contain information related to long-run market dynamics. e network model of the
entire market is simply a collection of network relationships created where each asset
in the market was the target asset for   network relationship.
In summary, the network model is a collection of cointegrating relations or
network relationships. Each network relationship was created by holding an
independent variable constant and regressing thousands of random subsets of
available dependent variables. e similarity of resulting ‘noisy’ sensor models, or
weak learners, was then evaluated. Based on this data a weighted combination of
122sensors was found to improve the sensor’s signal to noise ratio.
123But we had a prey diversiﬁed portfolio of businesses
aroundtheworldandthingstendedtooﬀseteachother.
But one or two years ago, we had a lot of things hap-
pening at the same time.
- Jim Cantalupo
7
Comprehensive Validations
7.1 A
T   the   layer framework for creating network relationships, has been
introduced. e network model of ﬁnancial markets is simply the system of
long-term relations found by collecting all of these models. ere are   aims for the
comprehensive validation chapter.
1. Demonstrate that the network model is a meaningful representation of ﬁnancial
markets
2. Demonstrate that a network model enables valuable and unique analyses
As repeatedly stated, the network model is expected to measure and describe the
pricing paerns emergent from asset’s shared dependencies on abstract market
factors. ese dependencies are immeasurable in ﬁnancial markets which determines
that the model can not be validated directly. For this reason, the network model must
be validated by evaluating the accuracy of its composition and predictive capabilities.
124e ﬁrst validation extends the rudimentary algorithmic trading application from
the intermediate layers of the framework. e extension is a consideration for market
neutrality of the actively traded portfolio. is demonstrates that the model is a
meaningful representation of markets via the accuracy its predictions, i.e. simulated
returns, and introduces an unique approach to market hedging. It also shows the
ﬂexibility of the model by extracting expectations regarding future price movements
and and market exposure from a single framework.
e second validation applies the network model to the task of measuring systemic
risk in a ﬁnancial market. e analysis is demonstrated to be a meaningful
representation of ﬁnancial markets if the implied relationships among market sectors
do not violate expectations. It is valuable and unique given that it could provide
insight into systemic connectivity among all market sectors from stable time data in
aid of regulators, risk managers and researchers.
e selected validations were chosen to demonstrate the breadth of analysis
available using an associative model. ere are near boundless variations and
adaptations of each analysis which could potentially yield interesting outputs. Given
that each experiment is a validation to meet the outlined aims, minimal working
examples are demonstrated in both cases. is leaves further experimentation along
both directions of analysis available for future research.
7.2 N
Variable Description Sample Value
  Number of assets in data set 100
  Number of observations/period per asset 252
  Matrix of daily close prices Matrix [N by L]
  Weight applied to a regressor in a ﬁnal model 0.11
  Constant term 7.84
ϵ Error Time-Series
  Number of regressors per sensor 10
  Number of sensors per target asset 5000
1257.3 M
ere are   analyses provided. e ﬁrst applies a market wide algorithmic trading
approach on   ﬁnancial markets for a multi-year evaluation period. e second
validation uses the network model to review the implied systemic risk/connectivity
proﬁles of various market sectors.
Both validations assume that the network model has been computed according to
the description in chapter  . An example of the output from a    asset network model
in table notation is visible in table 7.3.1.
Table 7.3.1 Network Model: Network Relationship Table
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4 ϕ5 ϕ6 ϕ7 ϕ8 ϕ9 ϕ10  
-1.00 0.50 0.05 0.22 0.17 0.36 0.39 0.25 0.04 0.40 77.70
0.23 -1.00 0.12 0.36 0.09 0.35 0.47 0.27 0.38 0.19 23.79
0.11 0.15 -1.00 0.43 0.44 0.16 0.10 0.24 0.17 0.22 14.20
0.18 0.04 0.49 -1.00 0.20 0.24 0.29 0.02 0.45 0.32 84.96
0.11 0.17 0.41 0.45 -1.00 0.40 0.19 0.44 0.23 0.08 68.98
0.23 0.31 0.14 0.08 0.08 -1.00 0.46 0.33 0.02 0.19 63.16
0.03 0.11 0.17 0.04 0.09 0.29 -1.00 0.46 0.11 0.43 37.43
0.40 0.08 0.16 0.13 0.24 0.22 0.21 -1.00 0.48 0.37 73.01
0.16 0.26 0.17 0.19 0.26 0.31 0.14 0.14 -1.00 0.38 52.30
0.03 0.39 0.40 0.27 0.40 0.43 0.04 0.42 0.42 -1.00 96.49
Where each row in the table can be represented as a cointegrating relation and is
expected to describe a long-run relationship in the market as in equation 7.1
     1 1    2 2          N N       ϵ (7.1)
7.4 V
7.4.1 A T V
A
e algorithmic trading validation shows a simulated trading strategy built on top of
the network model’s expectations. While many of the components for generating
126positive expected returns have been implemented in intermediate steps of the
framework, the comprehensive validation introduces considerations for portfolio
market exposure which is made possible by the network model. e validation also
includes transaction costs.
One aim of the chapter was to demonstrate that the network model is a meaningful
representation of ﬁnancial markets. the algorithmic trading validation meets this aim
by utilizing out-of-sample predictions emergent from the network model to generate
simulated returns. e second aim of the chapter was to demonstrate that the model
enables unique and valuable analyses. In this validation we show value by introducing
one potential approach to using the associative nature of the network model to
manage a theoretically market neutral portfolio with positive expected return.
M
ere were   methodologies required to fully implement a theoretically market
neutral algorithmic trading strategy. ese methodologies are:
1. Deﬁning expected market neutral portfolios
2. Deﬁning trading signal with positive expected return
3. Portfolio initialization
4. Portfolio realignment
Expected Market Neutrality
Market neutral portfolios, as they pertain to the current validation, were deﬁned as
any portfolio expected to mean-revert to a value of      in the long-run. By this
deﬁnition, holding the weights of any network relationship represented by a row in
table 7.4.4 or similarly in the form of equation 7.1 meets this criteria. is is because
every network relationship is a long-run cointegration relationship expected to
mean-revert to a value of      in the long-run. Furthermore, any weighted
combination of some group of the network model relationships is also expected to be
market neutral for the same reason.
Positive Expected Return
Each expected positive return trading signal for an asset was derived from a single
cointegration relationship in the network model. e relationship selected to
127generate an asset’s trading signal was the relationship created using the relevant asset
as the target asset. For example, the positive expected return trading signal for asset
number   would be created using row   of table 7.4.4. Continuing with the same
example, the long-run cointegration relationship can be seen in equation 7.2
         1        2        3              10           ϵ (7.2)
Entering example values for each asset’s current price yields equation 7.3
                                                                          ϵ (7.3)
If the resulting relationship does not equal      when omiing the error term, ϵ,
then the value of ϵ is set to satisfy the equation. During these times, the long-run
relationship that the equation represents is thought to be temporarily out of
alignment. In order for the long-run relationship to be satisﬁed without the error
term, ϵ, certain information about future price movements is expected to be true. For
example, if ϵ is large and positive then the value of asset   is likely to increase relative
to the sum of all other assets in the relation.
In this way, the error term, ϵ, determines the direction of each asset’s buy or sell
trading signal. Repeating the process for each long-run cointegration relationship in
the network model creates the buy and sell signals for each asset in the market. is
process is identical to that used in the intermediate validations which utilized a
simulated algorithmic trading strategy. e signals have no consideration for market
exposure. For additional details see Chapter 2.2.2.
Estimated Transaction Costs
Adding transaction costs into the simulation create pressure for the portfolio’s
composition to change slowly. Note that adding market frictions actually obscures the
view of how much market predictability the network model is able to identify. ey
are included for   reasons:
1. Realism
2. Equitable comparison with passively managed benchmarks
3. Demonstrate that predictability is meaningful
128Adding realism to the validation was necessary as it contextualizes outputs with
real world equivalents and benchmarks. While a comparison with real-world trading
strategies is unfounded, including transaction costs notably reduces the discrepancy.
e benchmark strategies used for comparisons in the results section are both
passively managed. Excluding trading frictions may bias their comparison with the,
actively managed, network portfolio. Furthermore, if the simulated predictability
reaped from the network model is not valuable when accounting for minor frictions
then the identiﬁed structure may be too insigniﬁcant for other research oriented
analyses.
Market friction data was not available from considered sources [20, 38, 40] during
the sample period. Historic data available from public sources did not include bid ask
spread, quote, prices for durations exceeding the most recent few months. For this
reason, transaction costs were estimated from available daily close prices from the
sampled period and bid ask spreads for the month August 2012.
Historic market frictions were estimated by averaging values for each asset
collected in August 2012. Using a relatively recent month’s quote prices was
inaccurate for estimating historic trading frictions due to the rapidly increasing
trading volume in the last decade [39]. As trading volume for assets increases, bid ask
spreads have decreased. is suggests that applying August 2012 market spreads to
the S&P 500 data set spanning January 2005 to January 2014 would understate market
frictions in oldest data and overstate frictions in the newest data. e approach was
selected because it was the best available option, it is known to be decreasingly
accurate as any simulated trading moves away from August 2012.
e expected cost of trading each asset was set to the 65th percentile of its spreads
in August     . e minutely intra-day data were collected from the Reuter Eikon
system¹. Table 7.4.1 shows an excerpt of    assets and their estimated spreads.
Portfolio Initialization
e portfolio initialization task can be described as a single function maximization
problem with multiple constraints. e goals of the comprehensive algorithmic
trading validation were to maximize expected proﬁtability subject to only trading
theoretically market neutral portfolios.
¹omson Reuters Eikon (UCL Student License)
129Table 7.4.1 Excerpt of 65th Percentile August 2012 Spreads
Ticker Symbol Estimated Transaction Cost/Share ($)
A 0.0107
AA 0.0101
AAPL 0.1180
ABC 0.0116
ABT 0.0111
ACAS 0.0099
ACE 0.0162
ADBE 0.0102
ADI 0.0111
ADM 0.0101
Creating a portfolio of equities from cash is a single-objective task. e only
criteria a user must maximize is the expected proﬁtability of the portfolio. e
constraint of expected market neutrality was achieved by restricting portfolios to
weighted combinations of network relationships/cointegration equations.
e portfolio initialization task falls into the category of combinatorial optimisation
problems. A notable portion of these problems are solvable in polynomial time
through application of linear programming[61] methods. Combinatorial problems
falling outside this region can be approximated using numerous other metaheuristics
which may be computationally expensive by comparison.
In this case, linear programming methods were unsuitable for   reasons.
1. Constraints are optional
2. Limited Multi-objective scalability
e description of market neutrality states that any portfolio of asset allocations
found through a weighted combination of some subset of network relationships meets
the criteria. It is not necessary to use all network relationships to ﬁnd the allocations.
is means that constraints are optional. Furthermore, linear programming was
originally intended for single objective problems. ere are numerous approaches to
extending the concept to multi-objective problems[66] though there is no
comprehensively applicable solution[2]. Given the constraint and scalability issues an
approximation metaheurestic was selected for use.
e selected metaheuristic was a genetic algorithm or GA. A GA was chosen to
implement the portfolio initialization and realignment tasks because it provides a
130single approximation algorithm capable of performing both processes, i.e. single and
multi-objective optimisations.
A single objective genetic algorithm as described in chapter   was applied to the
problem to determine initial portfolio asset weights. In order to apply a genetic
algorithm problem a ﬁtness function was needed. e measure of ﬁtness was the sum
of least squares error between the solution candidate’s portfolio allocations and the
maximum expected positive return allocations.
e network model was computed where training data were all close prices in 2005.
e sensor creation layer was parametrized with   regressors per sensor,  , and      
sensors per target asset,  . e sensor evaluation and processing layers allowed   
sensors per ‘sensor portfolio’,  .
e error levels in each asset’s cointegration model which indicate expected future
price movements for January  ,      are visible in ﬁgure 7.4.1.
Figure 7.4.1: Multi-Asset: S&P 500 Initial Trading Signals
e remaining variables required to execute the genetic algorithm were, encoding,
selection type, and recombination type. e encoding was chosen to be real-coded.
Each individual in the population was composed of N weights between   . e
population size was then selected to an arbitrarily large value of        solutions. To
avoid the previously described over-exploitation concern, selection type was set to
tournament with group size of  . e crossover type was selected to be uniform aer
131trial runs evaluating uniform, one-point and two-point crossover on the metrics of
convergence time and ﬁnal solution quality aer 300 generations.
e best solution found in the uniform crossover runs had a ﬁtness value, or least
squares error, of        . A histogram displaying the distribution of error by
magnitude is shown in ﬁgure 7.4.2.
Figure 7.4.2: Multi-Asset: Trading Signal & Best Portfolio Initialization
In summary, the genetic algorithm solved for a combination portfolio weights
which maximized expected returns subject to the portfolio being theoretically market
neutral. is provides the starting point for the algorithmic trading simulation.
Portfolio Realignment
Portfolio realignment was performed at each period. At each time period the
network model was recomputed. e updated network model was used to create
expected returns and theoretically market neutral portfolios.
e method for portfolio initialization and portfolio realignment diﬀer because
initialization has a single objective to maximize expected return while the
realignment must maximize expected return while aempting to minimize
transaction costs. is made the problem multi-objective.
132A multi-objective genetic algorithm was used to accommodate the the
multi-objective portfolio realignment task. e selected multi-objective genetic
algorithm was a parallel and GPU accelerated implementation of NSGA II created by
the author [67] speciﬁcally for the task which reduced runtime    times compared to
a single threaded implementation of NSGA II on the CPU.
Figure 7.4.3: Multi-Asset: Sample Period Expected Return v Realized Return
Each point on the Pareto front represents a nondominated solution candidate in
criteria space. e boom le portion of the curve represents solution candidates
which maximally align to the highest expected future return. Conversely, the top
right portion of the curve represents solutions which close proﬁtable positions
inclusive of estimated transaction cost.
e solution candidate with realized returns nearest 0.00 was selected for every
portfolio realignment. Selecting this candidate was intended to coerce certain
emergent behaviours.
1. Prevent rapid entry or exit from positions
2. Balance transaction costs with realized returns
3. Dampen investment in assets until their trading signals are large
133Preventing rapid entry and exit from the market was designed to reduce simulated
transaction costs. If this was not considered the algorithm could consistently incur
transaction costs in excess of realized returns. is would mean that the daily
realignments could be a constant source of losses. Furthermore, selecting the solution
candidate with realized returns nearest 0 incentivized trading positions with
diminishing signals, i.e. historically proﬁtable, to be cashed out and reinvested to
beer align the portfolio for future proﬁtability.
A third behaviour expected to emerge from portfolio realignment was dampening
the investment in assets until their trading signals were large. is has value because
if a signal is growing period to period it is causing losses in any portion of investment
currently in place. For example, if an asset A has a signal of       in period   which
grows to       in period   , an investment in A with between those periods with
positive expected returns will generate loss. Dampening investment in assets until
signals are large reduces losses by avoiding investment in assets while the momentum
of their movement is unfavourable given the implied trading signal. A more direct
approach to encourage this behaviour would be to employ a simple momentum based
strategy which withheld investment until a leading and lagging moving average
crossed. In other words, waiting until momentum began moving in the direction of
proﬁtability for the implied trading signal. is would be an interesting approach if
the network model were being utilized for a practical algorithmic trading strategy but
it adds an additional and unnecessary layer of convolution given that the selected
portfolio realignment point was expected to provides loose guidance along these lines.
is analysis was performed on the     assets drawn from the S&P     index over
the period Jan  ,      to Jan  ,     . Given that portions of data were applied to
previous analyses   precautions were taken to avoid biasing results due to data
snooping. e ﬁrst precaution applied was that the previously unused/unseen
evaluation data set from October      to January      was independently reviewed.
A second precaution was taken by applying the analysis to an entirely unseen data set.
e second data set selected were the constituents of the Australian Securities
Exchange     (ASX    ). e ASX     is an index composed of the     largest
market capitalization assets on the Australian Securities Exchange. e selected data
were daily close prices ranging from May  ,      to January  ,     . ese assets
were independent of all previous analyses.
e outlined methodology for the algorithmic trading validation was selected
because a traded portfolio of long and short positions yields separable outcome data
134which can readily provide insight into the network’s performance. If a practical
investor were to aempt to recreate the strategy, the portfolio could be hedged more
eﬃciently through application of futures or options. Since the primary purpose of the
validation is to verify the network model’s expectations, the implemented experiment
simultaneously veriﬁes asset return and market neutrality expectations whereas more
logical hedging choices would validate returns alone.
R
Figure 7.4.4 shows the market movements of the S&P     and simulated cumulative
return of   trading strategies. One of the trading strategies, designated ‘Network
Model’, represents the network model trading strategy. e other two curves are
naïve portfolio diversiﬁcation strategies intended as benchmarks. e   methods
selected as benchmarks were     and mean-variance analysis portfolio optimisation.
e     benchmark allocates a portfolio weight of     to each available asset
where   is the number of assets in the market. e strategy has no consideration for
minimizing transaction costs if daily rebalancing were to take place. For this reason,
allocations set at portfolio initialization were held static thereaer. is avoids
unfairly decrementing the benchmark by guaranteeing no trading costs are incurred
aer portfolio initialization.
Standard mean-variance analysis was applied as a second benchmark as described
in the chapter  . All assets were made available to the analysis, short positions were
allowed, and the risk-free rate was set to 0.00%. e portfolio’s composition remained
constant aer initialization for the same reason as the     strategy.
Comparisons in portfolio performance were made by comparing Sharpe ratio’s
among benchmarks. Table 7.4.2 compares portfolio performance over multiple time
periods including the never seen, out-of-sample, dates.
Table 7.4.2 S&P     Portfolio Trading Sharpe Ratio Performance
Description Dates 1/N MVA Network
All 2006/01-2014/01 0.423 0.759 1.343
Never Seen 2012/10-2014/01 2.076 0.771 0.786
Recession 2007/11-2009-01 -1.110 -1.085 2.089
Recovery 2009/01-2014/01 0.986 1.086 1.061
135Figure 7.4.4: Portfolio Trading Performance v S&P 500
136e values in table 7.4.2 show that all portfolios generated positive returns over the
entire sample period. e network model’s Sharpe notably exceeded those of the
benchmark diversiﬁcation strategies. e network model portfolio’s excess
performance relative to common diversiﬁcation tools supports the model’s validity.
Excess performance supports the model’s validity because the algorithmic trading
strategy was based on the model’s expectations. erefore, the model is supported
when the expectations tend to be accurate and generate consistent and positive
returns.
During the ‘Never Seen’ period the 1/N benchmark signiﬁcantly outperformed the
MVA and the Network portfolios with values of      ,      , and       respectively.
e time period in question ranged from October 2012 to January 2014. Reviewing
this section of the S&P     levels data in ﬁgure 7.4.4 shows that the market is
characterized by rapid growth. e 1/N strategy containing long positions only
captures this consistent market growth in the form of a high Sharpe ratio. Market
exposure is not limited to downside losses. A portfolio that is signiﬁcantly exposed to
market movements will also participate in growth periods. at is what caused the
high Sharpe ratio for the range of 1/N in the never seen period. is explanation is
further supported by the strategy’s under-performance during the recession period
and lowest Sharpe ratio of       for the total   year evaluation period.
All listed time periods excluding the never seen section in table 7.4.2 include time
periods which were applied in previous analyses and may be subject to data snooping.
erefore, these values are less conclusive than the never seen metrics. During the
recession time period the network model algorithmic trading curve outperformed
both MVA and 1/N benchmarks. e network model’s expectations generated positive
returns with a Sharpe of       while the benchmark curves sustained losses with
Sharpe ratios less than      . A speculative reason why recession performance was
positive for the network model could be that the model fully immunized the portfolio
from market exposure and the recession increased the likelihood of the long-run
network relationships having large & proﬁtable error terms. It is also possible that the
analysis on this time range was biased by previous exposure to the data. To review
this possibility, an identical analysis was performed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). e results are located in ﬁgure 7.4.5 and table 7.4.3.
e S&P/ASX     trading validation also had   time ranges. In all cases these
137Figure 7.4.5: Portfolio Trading Performance v S&P/ASX 100
138Table 7.4.3 S&P/ASX     Portfolio Trading Sharpe Ratio Performance
Description Dates 1/N MVA Network
All 2007/04-2014/01 0.143 0.343 0.674
Recession 2007/11-2009-01 -1.820 -1.083 -1.166
Recovery 2009/01-2014/01 0.737 0.489 1.066
periods were out-of-sample and had never been seen in previous experiments. e
network model outperformed  /N and mean-variance analysis benchmarks over the
entire sampled time range. It similarly outperformed these benchmarks during the
recovery period. Both of these results support the network model’s expectations
relating to market neutrality and expected future price movements. During the
recession period, the network model again outperformed the  /N metric but
performed comparably to the MVA portfolio. is outcome was not represented in
the S&P     validation where the network model signiﬁcantly outperformed the
benchmarks. One possible explanation for the discrepancy could be that the
comparatively small network of assets in the S&P/ASX     when compared to assets
in the S&P     was insuﬃcient to hedge the portfolio against market movements
beyond the gains available through mean-variance analysis.
Given that the S&P/ASX     had no risk of data snooping the portfolio’s behaviour
was further reviewed. Figure 7.4.6 shows the source of portfolio returns split by long
positions, short positions, and all.
It was expected that both long and short positions would be capable of generating
positive expected returns. Figure 7.4.6 shows that short positions did not contribute
to the portfolio’s overall proﬁtability. Short positions did not sustain signiﬁcant losses
over the experimental period. It is possible that predictions of asset price reductions
were less accurate when compared with increases. It is also possible that composition
of the network relationships made exploitation of long signals more readily accessible
to the implemented portfolio realignment solver. While short positions did not
contribute to the network’s positive returns they did function as anticipated relating
to market risk. Over the entire test period the network model produced a Sharpe ratio
of      . In comparison, the long portfolio produced a Sharpe of       which shows
that short positions added value by reducing risk. e improvement is particularly
signiﬁcant since the short positions generated no positive returns. In other words, the
risk mitigation associated with including the short positions improved the excess
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returns of the overall portfolio despite generating no returns. is clearly indicates
that all associated value came from reduction in return variance. e recessionary
period is the clearest example of the added beneﬁt of the short positions. During this
region the losses sustained by the long portfolio are visibly oﬀset by the short
portfolio.
e network’s trading signal distribution for all assets in all time periods in ﬁgure
7.4.7 provides additional information relating to network model’s inner workings.
Comparing the cross section where frequency is      and signal is      shows that
the distribution of trading is skewed to buy recommendations. is provides another
possible answer to the lack of proﬁt in the short portfolio. If trading signals are
skewed to buy recommendations then the network relationships believe that assets
are more likely to be signiﬁcantly under-priced than over-priced. In other words, it
suggests that markets’ estimates of asset prices are conservative.
140Figure 7.4.7: S&P/ASX 100 Trading Signal Distribution
7.4.2 S R V
A
e systemic risk validation shows one analysis possible using the network model of
ﬁnancial markets. We aim to analyse the presence of systemic risk among market
sectors in the New York Stock Exchange, NYSE. is validation is intended to address
the second aim of the chapter. at aim is to demonstrate that the network model
enables unique and valuable analyses.
Modelling a ﬁnancial market as network of inter-asset associations creates a static
representation with no new information being introduced. is makes the model
ideal for assessing market dynamics relating to simulated price shocks applied to
targeted assets. In the ﬁnancial context this concept is known as systemic risk.
Systemic risk is deﬁned as the risk of the entire market incurring signiﬁcant loss due
to failure of a subset of that market’s components[48].
We aim to use the network model to create a meaningful representation of systemic
connectivity within a market at the sector resolution.
M
e method of measuring systemic risk did not vary signiﬁcantly from the
approaches discussed in chapter  . An initial shock is introduced into the market
141through select assets, and a ﬁnancial contagion function spreads the shock through
the market. e impact of the shock can be observed by reviewing simulated prices
post ﬁnancial contagion. Market sector classiﬁcations for each asset were drawn from
Google Finance[38]. e sector names, and abbreviations can be found in table 7.4.4.
Table 7.4.4 Market Sector Names and Abbreviations
Sector Name Abbreviation
Basic Materials B
Cyclical Consumer Goods & Services CG
Non-Cyclical Consumer Goods & Services NCG
Energy E
Financials F
Healthcare H
Industrials I
Technology TEC
Telecommunication Services TEL
Utilities U
To beer represent each market sector, the data set was not limited to the    
assets from the S&P     used in other analyses. In this case, all available daily close
common stock data from the NYSE was included subject to the aforementioned
requirement of no sparsity over the sampled time period. e time period used for the
systemic risk validation was Jan  ,      to Jan  ,     .
Market sectors were deﬁned as the market capitalization adjusted combination of
all assets grouped by their designated name. Figure 7.4.8 illustrates the relative
performance of each market sector over the training data. e period was marked by
growth in every market sector.
Shocks were introduced into the simulation by applying a ﬁxed percentage
reduction to all assets in a single sector. In this experiment the selected shock size
was 50%. For example, if the shocked sector was Technology, the initial shock was
introduced by reducing the common stock price of all assets in the Technology sector
by 50%. is reduced value was then held constant through time.
e ﬁnancial contagion method was created from a minor adaptation of the
network relationships. Presently, each network relationship in the network model is a
cointegration equation expected to mean-revert to      in the long run. is concept
142Figure 7.4.8: Market Sector Relative Performance
is re-shown below in equation 7.4.
     1 1    2 2          N N       ϵ (7.4)
ough trivial manipulation, an asset’s price can be estimated from known prices
of all other assets. An example using the network relationship calibrated against asset
  is shown in equation 7.5.
  2 2    1 1          N N       ϵ (7.5)
Since  i is always    for the  th network relationship in the network model the
  i term can be dropped as in equation 7.6.
 2    1 1          N N       ϵ (7.6)
e processes of initial shock, ﬁnancial contagion, and output collection are
concisely described in algorithm 15.
Systemic risk was identiﬁed by simulating a pricing shock to a select sector and
observing its propagation through the system. Performing this process for each
market sector yielded a map of inter-sector exposures with an expected systemic
impact and resilience for each.
143Algorithm 15 Systemic Risk Validation: Shock Simulation
procedure S S
N   Number of assets in data set
L   Number of observations/periods per asset
K   Vector of asset’s sectors of length N
C   Matrix of Daily Close Prices [N by L]
t   Number of simulated time periods
V   Shock simulation output prices [N by T]
    Shock size
top:
                         Sector to be shocked
          50% of original asset prices for shocked sector
for           do   Loop to introduce inital shock on selected sector
if                       then
                          
else
                
for           do   Loop to spread ﬁnancial contagion
for           do
if                       then
                        Hold shocked sector prices constant
else
          NetworkModel.predict                  Spread shock
Where NetworkModel.predict                predicts the  th asset’s price from the  th
network relationship in the network model from the previous period’s values of   .
is is performed in accordance with equation 7.6.
In summary, the simulation implements a shock by reducing the value of all assets
in the shocked sector. It then holds the shocked asset prices constant and uses the
network model to predict price levels for all assets not contained in the shocked
sector. Repeatedly predicting asset price levels from previous period values simulates
the multi-period propagation of the initial shock throughout the market. is also
prevents any new information from entering the system. us, all price movements in
the simulation aempt to bring the asset prices into equilibrium with the network
relationships. Final prices were reviewed aer     iterations.
144R
Table 7.4.5 shows the total loss of market capitalization to each sector as a proportion
of the initial shock’s market cap. is accounts for variably sized sectors, and
therefore variably sized shocks.
Table 7.4.5 Inter-Sector Exposures (Le = Shocked Sector, Top = Impacted Sector )
B CG NCG E F H I TEC TEL U
B 1.00 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.22 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.06
CG 1.03 1.00 0.49 0.31 0.10 0.41 0.32 0.12 0.18 0.16
NCG 0.67 0.20 1.00 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.06
E 0.95 0.27 0.44 1.00 0.12 0.38 0.37 0.22 0.02 0.11
F 1.97 0.60 0.72 0.51 1.00 0.75 0.59 0.61 0.44 0.20
H 0.80 0.29 0.33 0.30 0.26 1.00 0.31 0.26 0.07 0.09
I 0.99 0.31 0.40 0.28 0.24 0.34 1.00 0.29 0.31 0.22
TEC 0.91 0.32 0.45 0.24 0.20 0.28 0.33 1.00 -0.07 0.05
TEL 0.30 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.09 0.08 1.00 0.09
U 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 1.00
A visualization of the table as a network can be seen in ﬁgure 7.4.9. In ﬁgure 7.4.9
connections are directional and linkages are only shown where a constant minimum
threshold of      was met.
It is apparent from table 7.4.5 that the network model views ﬁnancial markets as
inter-connected. e connections imply instability can arise from many market
sectors and invariably has a magniﬁed impact on the entire network. e inter-sector
exposure table also uncovers some characteristics of the ﬁnancials sector. Namely,
ﬁnancials were found to have the largest impact on external sectors while
maintaining comparative resilience to outside shocks. As such, one would expect
shocks to ﬁnancials to spread rapidly to the remaining network. Other inter-sector
exposures similarly align with expectations. For example, cyclical goods & services
strongly impacts base materials with an expected ratio of 1.03 units of loss in the base
materials sector per 1.00 units of loss to cyclical consumer goods and services.
Similarly, sectors expected to be minimally connected, such as utilities, exhibited
consistently small reactions to shocks in all other market sectors.
Figure 7.4.9 and table 7.4.5 indicate that the market is most exposed to shocks in
ﬁnancials. When seing a threshold on inter-sector exposures to 0.50 it was found
145Figure 7.4.9: Inter-sector Systemic Exposure Network
that ﬁnancials was outwardly linked to 7 of the 9 remaining sectors. In exact contrast,
basic materials was impacted by the same 7 of 9 sectors. is suggests that ﬁnancials
is the most central ‘hub’ of systemic risk and basic materials is the most systemically
dependent. A potential explanation for the strong inward connections to basic
materials is that declines in numerous industries could rapidly reduce the need for
raw inputs classiﬁed as basic materials.
e outcomes of this validation are two fold. We introduce a novel approach to
modelling systemic risk within entire markets. By applying the model to New York
Stock Exchange data we then estimate the direction and magnitude of
inter-market-sector systemic connectivity.
7.5 D
e chapter’s aims were to demonstrate that the network model is a meaningful
representation of markets and that it enables valuable and unique analyses. Both
146validations provide comprehensive evidence in support of these points.
e algorithmic trading validation showed that the network model’s expectations
relating to portfolios of asset’s market exposure and asset return were accurate. is
was assessed relative to   benchmark portfolios implementing common techniques. It
was shown that the network portfolio’s Sharpe ratio performance was comparable to,
or in excess of, the   benchmarks during multiple time ranges selected for interesting
features, e.g. recession. e analysis was unique and valuable in that it utilized the
only the network model to generate expectations relating to expected return and
market neutrality. A single model capable of providing insight to sources of risk and
return should be of interest in industry ﬁnance.
e systemic risk validation used the network model’s cointegrating relations to
model pricing shocks targeted to individual market sectors. e analysis used the
network’s connectivity data to simulate the spreading of shocks through the market
from diﬀerent origins. e result of the analysis was a inter-sector market exposure
table. is information is valuable to both portfolio risk managers and policy makers.
For example, the network determined that the Financials sector was the most
systemically connected by a large degree. e network provides a clear and
quantitative approach to modelling systemic risk among entire markets, as opposed to
single sectors.
e global ﬁnancial crisis in 2008 outlined the dangers of systemically connected
corporate dependencies[57]. e global macroeconomic impact caused by the
collapse of a small collection of institutions in the banking sector has created a surge
of research eﬀorts aiming to identify[4, 23, 77] and model[13, 35] systemic risk. Given
the diﬃculty identifying systemically connected networks ex-ante, much of existing
work has focused on the identiﬁed banking case where interbank lending agreements
create a clear method for estimating systemic connectivity. Non-ﬁnancial sectors
provide a case with no equivalently obvious path forward.
It was shown that network models of entire ﬁnancial markets provide one option
for estimating presence of systemic risk both within and among ﬁnancial sectors in a
meaningful and data-driven way. Moreover, the systemic risk validation accurately
determined that the Financials sector is highly connected from growth period data
which implies it may be capable of detecting these features before they are
highlighted by a market crash. is remains an avenue for future research.
e systemic risk validation met both aims of the comprehensive validation
chapter. e validation demonstrated that the network model is a meaningful
147representation of ﬁnancial markets as it was able to diﬀerentiate among degrees of
inter-market-sector systemic connectivity. It was further demonstrated that the
network model enabled valuable and unique analysis of markets in that the most
apparent trends in the output are of value to regulatory and decision making entities
as well as having implications for portfolio risk management.
Both comprehensive validations provide evidence that the inter-asset relationships
composing the network model are meaningful. Moreover, the applications
demonstrates   areas where a network representation of markets can provide insight.
148I am turned into a sort of machine for observing facts
and grinding out conclusions.
- Charles Darwin
8
Conclusions & Future Research
is work is premised on a single concept that prices in ﬁnancial markets may be
guided by shared external factors. ese factors may or may not be directly
observable. e introduced network model aempts to identify and describe
relationships among assets which emerge from mutually shared dependencies on
external factors.
e model constructs a representation of ﬁnancial markets using a   layer system.
1. Sensor Creation
2. Sensor Evaluation
3. Sensor Processing
e network model’s output is a series of cointegration equations which
encapsulate long-run trends in the form of inter-asset relationships. ere was an
output of   cointegration equation, or network relationship, per asset in the market.
e sensor creation layer assembled an arbitrarily large number of cointegration
models containing random subsets of market assets as regressors. Each of these
149sensors was expected to contain some small amount of information regarding the
asset’s shared factor dependencies.
Since these sensors were produced randomly it was known that the collection of
information would be biased to over-represent external factors shared by many assets,
and under-represent comparatively idiosyncratic information. e sensor evaluation
and processing layers identify redundant information in sensors and recombine them
to more accurately represent each asset’s relationships within the market. e
collection of resulting network relationships forms the basis of the network model.
Each of the network relationships was expected to represent long-run market trends.
ese relationships form a self contained information system ideal for simulations.
Given that there was no way to directly evaluate the model’s accuracy it was
validated by observing its implications when applied to use cases. roughout the
thesis the model was applied to multiple unique challenges which consistently
supported the model’s validity.
Recalling the thesis statement:
. . “We assert that assets in ﬁnancial markets are mutually guided by ar- bitrarily deﬁned external ‘factors’. Furthermore, shared dependencies create emergent relationships among assets’ price levels. We aim to leverage the inter-asset associations into a meaningful network rep- resentation of equities markets which enables unique and valuable analyses. ..” e ﬁrst comprehensive application of the network model provided the most quantitative review of the validations. e model was used to predict future asset price movements in markets. is validation also used the network relationships to create theoretically market neutral portfolios with positive expected returns. e application conﬁrmed that the algorithmic trading strategy applied from the network model’s expectations either out-performed, or performed comparably to   standard
benchmarks. Results were consistent across   markets,   years of data, and multiple
market states.
e performance of the network model’s portfolio strongly supports that
inter-asset associations can create meaningful representation of ﬁnancial markets.
While it is not possible to claim that the source of the models’ ability to make
accurate predictions was drawn from identiﬁcation of shared market factors, this
explanation aligns with observed behaviour.
150e second comprehensive application used the network model to evaluate the
systemic connectivity, i.e. systemic risk, in a market. is demonstrated an intuitive
methodology to modelling ﬁnancial contagion when markets are shocked from any
selected market sector.
Evaluating the implied systemic risk in ﬁnancial markets readily identiﬁed the
‘Financials’ sector as far more systemically connected than remaining selected
sectors. is was uncovered using growth period data. e ability to determine
systemic connectivity ex-ante is a task currently subject to much research[8]. e
analysis makes a convincing case for including a shared price level movement based
network representation in this ﬁeld. Most signiﬁcantly, the network is not limited to
banks or a single market sector as is common for other approaches. is is taken as
an example of a unique and valuable analysis which further supports the thesis
statement. Going beyond the thesis statement, the experiments provided evidence of
interesting market features throughout the analyses.
e distribution of positive expected return trading signals in the algorithmic
trading validation hints that markets may be conservative when pricing assets. e
trading signal distribution was skewed towards long positions. is concept was
shown over the entire testing period. e trading signal distribution was divided
approximately       between long and short signals and small short signals were
notably more frequent than small long signals. Conversely, large long signals were
notably more common than large short signals. at is, when assets deviated
signiﬁcantly from long-run network relationships they tended to be under-priced
rather than over-priced. is is additionally supported by under-performance of the
portfolio of short positions relative to long. e distribution provides evidence that
market participants are inherently conservative in their estimates of asset prices.
e systemic connectivity/risk validation provided multiple insights about markets.
e network model’s relationships clearly identiﬁed the ‘Financials’ sector as the
most systemically connected with   outward connections and   incoming at selected
threshold levels. A signiﬁcant portion of research eﬀorts addressing systemic risk has
focused on intra-sector systemic risk, primarily in the banking institutions. One
possible reason for this is that inter-bank lending agreements create a convenient
‘exposure’ matrix to source ﬁnancial contagion computations. e network model is
an associative framework which extends our ability to simulate ﬁnancial contagion
among sectors.
e analysis also isolated ‘Basic Materials’, ‘Telecommunications’, and ‘Utilities’, as
151having interesting connectivity properties. ‘Basic Materials’ was modelled to have the
most incoming systemic connectivity by a large margin. is could be expected as
shocks to any sector may reduce demand for their required basic materials.
‘Telecommunications’ and ‘Utilities’ were both isolated from the market at the chosen
threshold level. e lack of incoming connections was expected given that demands
for both sectors’ products are relatively inelastic.
Remaining market sectors acted as additional pass-throughs of systemic
connectivity from ‘Financials’ to ‘Basic Materials’. is is further supported by the
ratio of losses in ‘Financials’ to basic ‘Materials’ of   to     . In other words,   unit of
market capitalization loss in ‘Financials’ was simulated to create a      unit loss to
market capitalization of ‘Basic Materials’. is is      greater than the next largest
exposure among any sectors, i.e. nearly double. e additional pathways between
‘Financials’ and ‘Basic Materials’ makes the value plausible and demonstrates
consistency within the simulation. is also demonstrates the systemic connectivity
validation’s ability to capture multiple levels of ﬁnancial contagion.
8.1 F R
e future possibilities for extending this work are numerous and fall into the
following categories.
1. e Network Model
2. Applications
8.1.1 T N M
e network model is a system of network relationships generated by the introduced
  layer framework. Each of these layers represents an opportunity for further
improving the viability of an associative network model for ﬁnancial markets. e
primary direction of future research involves converting the modelling framework to
leverage concepts from information theory. e intended outcome would be to more
completely model relationships.
152S C: L 1
e sensor creation layer produced a vast set of noisy learners, or sensors, by
iteratively creating cointegration models. ese relationships were among a single
common target asset and small random subsets of remaining assets. e expectation
was that each learner would identify small amounts of information pertaining to the
market dynamics among the target asset and the random subset.
e proposed sensors were linear sub-networks among assets. Holding
relationships linear led to straightforward intermediate validations and ‘root cause’
backtracking of emergent behaviour. It also limits a possible source of confounding
factors, signiﬁcantly reduces the model’s computational time, and limits its ability to
over-ﬁt the training data. Given that the uncovered linear network relationships were
shown identify meaningful structure in the market, the restrictions could be relaxed
to allow more complex associations. e introduction of nonlinearity is only valuable
if the resulting network model contains greater information than the linear
equivalent. One identiﬁed option for capturing nonlinearity while preventing
over-ﬁing is implementing small binary trees. Individual sensors would be expected
to capture signiﬁcantly less information but could identify relationships with any
level of complexity.
S E: L 2
e sensor evaluation layer is responsible for accepting the low information content
sensors and evaluating unique and redundant information. e information the user
is most interested in identifying and modelling is dependent on the network model’s
intended application. For this reason is no single best method to improving the
evaluation method.   general areas for further review in the layer are:
1. Incorporate feedback from the ﬁnal model
2. Replace covariance with more ﬂexible metric
Incorporating feedback from the ﬁnal model could open the possibility of
incrementally improving the model by determining how evaluation layer impacts the
end result. While the opportunity could enable more accurate models it would create
additional computational requirements, necessitate that the intended application was
quantitative, and may result in over-ﬁing.
153Replacing covariance with a more comprehensive and/or ﬂexible metric would be
universally applicable. One of the areas for future research from the sensor creation
layer was the addition of capturing nonlinearity. is can similarly be an area for
research in sensor evaluation. For example, replacing covariance with mutual
information could enable nonlinear structure among sensors information contents to
be recognized. Furthermore, a non-symmetric measure such as transfer entropy could
similarly achieve this and distinguish between directions of information ﬂow.
S P: L 3
e sensor processing layer takes the evaluation data from layer 2 and uses it to
recombine sensors into a single model which more accurately reﬂects the inter-asset
relationships. e sensor evaluation and processing layers are heavily connected
which means that the ability to further improve the sensor processing layer is
contingent on the sensor evaluation layer’s output.
Continuing with the suggested future research potential of utilizing information
theory metrics, such as mutual information and transfer entropy, a similar concept
could be applied in the sensor processing layer. A sensor processing layer operating
on some form of ‘information content’ matrix would necessarily implement a solver
to maximize the information content of the ﬁnal network relationship. As with the
other future research avenues, this would signiﬁcantly increase computational
requirements.
8.1.2 A
ere were   minimal working example applications of the network model presented
in the comprehensive validations section. Both of these applications are areas subject
to signiﬁcant future research.
A T
e algorithmic trading model, as implemented, was intended solely to validate as
many types of expectations drawn from the network model as possible. is leaves
numerous options for furthering the research by aempting to create a practically
eﬃcient strategy. e   types of expectations which were applicable related to
estimating expected return and producing theoretically market neutral portfolios.
154e primary shortcomings to applying the network model as an algorithmic
trading strategy relate to theoretical market neutrality. e implemented validation
ensured that held portfolio weights always aligned with some combination of
network relationships. e result of this was a guarantee that the portfolio would
remain theoretically market neutral according to the relationships identiﬁed in the
network model. is was valuable as it created the most direct implementation of the
expectations.
In practice, there are ﬁnancial instruments which are less expensive, less risky, and
more conducive to hedging market positions than shorting common stock. For
example, both futures and options could be applied to hedge risk of a portfolio based
on the network model. ese instruments could similarly be applied to position a
portfolio for positive expected returns. It is likely that a practically applicable
algorithmic trading strategy implemented on the network model’s risk expectations
would utilize multiple ﬁnancial instruments. Identifying valuable methods of
generating real-world proﬁtability from the network model remains an area for future
research.
Expectations relating to future returns are also subject to additional research. e
next area selected for review is determining if the model speciﬁcation and training
data output is indicative of time to mean reversion. e discussed validation assumed
that large trading signals were representative of the most proﬁtable positions. If time
to mean reversion deviates signiﬁcantly among network relationships it may be
possible to improve estimates of changes in out-of-sample asset prices levels.
ere is no end to potential research which could improve any algorithmic trading
system. A few areas for improvement include accuracy of transaction costs,
accounting for slippage, lot size requirements, cardinality constraints, and accounting
for intra-day impacts. ese are general areas for algorithmic trading research which
may be partially manageable by reﬁning the network model’s design.
S R
e systemic risk validation provides a clear path forward for future research. e
demonstrated implementation simulated shocks to sectors of the market and observed
the resulting overall loss of market capitalization. e simulation discovered notable
disparity between the systemic connectivities among sectors. ese values aligned
with general expectations of market dynamics.
155Additional research could focus on analysing how shocks are disseminated across
the market. e next intended area of research is to measure the extent to which the
‘Financials’ sector acts as a hub of systemic risk by passing negative feedback from
shocked sectors to remaining sectors. Moreover, to determine if artiﬁcially removing
‘Financials’ from the market improves the overall stability.
Another interesting avenue for future work could be to evaluate the long-term
return variance of portfolios which span the spectrum of systemic connectivity. For
this analysis it would not be necessary to group assets by sector. Reviewing the level
of structure of the resulting distributions in comparison to equivalently constructed
portfolios based on a covariance matrix may produce interesting results.
O
e applications of the network model in ﬁnance are numerous and clear but the
model need not be restricted to the ﬁnancial domain. Multiple, non-ﬁnance complex
systems could potentially be modelled using an adaptation of the network model.
An example of such a system could be traﬃc paerns. Time-series data for ﬁxed
points in road networks could be collected from existing cameras and sensors which
provides inputs to the network model. Other examples include analysing/predicting
features of energy grids or weather paerns. As when modelling ﬁnancial markets,
these cases may beneﬁt from some of the nonlinearity considerations discussed in the
previous section.
8.2 S
e thesis began with the hypothesis that assets’ are at least partially dependent on
abstract external factors. It was further hypothesized that shared dependencies on
factors could result in associative pricing paerns among ﬁnancial assets.
is hypothesis was evaluated by creating an network representation of markets
which modelled assets as a closed system of inter-asset dependencies. e network
model was comprised of   layers. Layer   created an ensemble of weak learners
expected to contain small amounts of information relating to the hypothesized
emergent asset pricing paerns. Layer   evaluated similarities in information content
among the weak learners. Layer   combined the weak learners to model a single asset
in the network by drawing from the broad spectrum of information suggested by the
156second layer. Repeating the process for every asset in the market produced the
collection of relationships expected to capture the anticipated pricing paerns.
e network model was validated by testing its implied expectations to  
comprehensive validations. ose validations were, an algorithmic trading
simulation, and a systemic risk simulation.
e algorithmic trading validation applied the network model’s expectations to  
tasks. ese tasks were, generating positive expected returns, and theoretical market
neutrality. e validation demonstrated that the actively managed network model
portfolio generated excess returns relative to   benchmarks. Over the time period of
April,      to January,      the network model’s expectations for assets drawn from
the S&P/ASX     produced a Sharpe ratio of      . is value approximately doubled
the nearest benchmark. Benchmark Sharpe ratios were       and       representing
1/N and mean-variance optimal portfolios respectively. ese ﬁgures support the
network model’s validity and value.
e systemic risk validation utilized the network model to simulate shocks to select
market sectors and evaluate the spread of ﬁnancial contagion throughout the market.
e validation successfully diﬀerentiated sectors by systemic connectivity levels and
suggested some interesting market features. Most notable was the identiﬁcation of
the ‘Financials’ sector as most systemically inﬂuential and ‘Basic Materials’ as the
most systemically dependent. Additionally, there was evidence that ‘Financials’ may
function as a pass-through or hub of systemic risk which exacerbates the ﬁnancial
contagion from multiple market sectors.
Both comprehensive validations demonstrate that the network model is able to
capture meaningful structure among assets in ﬁnancial markets. It is not possible to
conclusively state that the identiﬁed relationships among ﬁnancial assets resulted
from mutual dependencies on abstract factors. Despite this, the model constructed
speciﬁcally to exploit this theorized structure was demonstrated to capture valuable
information across multiple test environments and time-frames. is strongly
supports the thesis statement and underlying theory of market dynamics.
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